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Preface
This document is the first public deliverable of the ECSEL NextPerception project. It provides a good
overview of the validation of the technologies developed during the first cycle in a variety of health
and automotive use cases. Partners collaborated to integrate and validate the technologies and
focused on assessing the feasibility of the technologies. The validation resulted in an estimation of
the level achieved on a scale from 0..3 for predefined KPI’s.
This is the last deliverable (D4.5) of WP4, responsible for the integrating the demonstrators and
piloting. As this is a public deliverable, some content was paraphrased from previous deliverables to
provide more clarity and context to the presented validation outcome – the main purpose of D4.5.
The project continues with a slightly longer second cycle, which starts with an iteration of the planning
documents. This document plays a major role in presenting the lessons learnt from the first cycle,
which will be used to adjust the focus in the second cycle. For that purpose already a preview of
plans for the next cycle is included as well. Validation in the second cycle will eventually lead to the
follow-up of this deliverable – D4.10 – which will report on the final pilots in the project. The last pilots
will additionally include user aspects and take place in more real-world settings where possible.
The deliverable was led by Michael Rölleke from Robert Bosch GmbH, who edited the textual part
and coordinated the contributions of all partners.
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1. Introduction
Deliverable D4.5 is an outcome of task T4.5. Its content was described in the GA as follows:

“The task will focus on the validation of the integrated technologies against the overall project and

technology KPIs. Pilots are realistic evaluations of integrated setups executed in a controlled environment.
This can involve for example outdoor measurements of an automotive system as both good and bad weather
conditions are impossible to simulate indoors. Evaluations will be performed in two rounds:
 the first focusing on technical feasibility, and
 the second also addressing user aspects.
The NextPerception pilots do not involve unattended setups or large-scale tests with uninformed real end
users. It will nevertheless encompass technical and human perspectives: the performance of all the
technologies will be measured and an assessment of user acceptance will be made. After each of the piloting
cycles, pilots will give feedback to the technology developing work packages WP2 and WP3 and experiences
gained in the pilot will refine the requirements in WP1...”
The deliverable describes the results of the validation of the demonstrators and their deployment
and evaluation in pilots of the different use cases of NextPerception. The presented demonstrators
and pilots were compiled by means of the technologies developed in WP2 and WP3. The pilots were
executed and evaluated on a technical level and also in view of the end user experience and
acceptance. The conformation with scenarios and evaluation of linked KPIs assisted to evaluate how
aims set out in the proposal were reached.

1.1

Work structuring

We will briefly outline the typical steps a partner needs to do for the pilot validation. The validation
done in the pilot has two guiding elements;
-

Demonstrator / pilot for evaluation

-

Requirements and KPI’s

The demonstrator integrates innovative technologies developed in the technical work packages WP2
and WP3 in a context defined by the associated use case. The pilot provides guidelines on how to
evaluate this demonstrator with suitable tests and/or users. The requirements provide a more formal
description of the functional and non-functional expectations of the developed
technology/demonstrator. The requirements were collected in various tasks and directed the
development of the demonstrators. KPI’s are high level key performance indicated defined for the
project mostly in the planning phase. They assist to follow the progress of the project as a whole,
but particularly the technical KPI’s also state clear technical objectives sometimes and can often be
linked to the requirements.
With this guidance, the partners were able to plan and perform the pilots in order to validate the
developed demonstrators. Outcomes could be compared to the expected requirements and KPI’s
and an indication of the achieved level is provided in each pilot description.
1.1.1

Input

The other tasks in WP4 are providing the demonstrator definition (T4.1), pilot plan (T4.2) and setup
(T4.4). Additionally WP1 provides the requirements (T1.3), which were completed by selected tasks
in WP2 and WP3. The following documents are the main inputs, besides the pilot itself, for T4.5.
-

List of Requirements (@WP1): <Project internal excel requirements list>
Validation Plan (D4.2)
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For the structured work with the requirements, inside of the requirement list some important columns
are used:
Addressed in1st or Partner responsible
Demonstrators for 2nd
development for development & KPI
addressed
which it is relevant cycle
validation
requirement

1.1.2

by

this

Working process

The steps needed to be performed and their indicative scheduling are presented in Figure 1 and the
stages are briefly explained in the bullet list thereafter.

Figure 1: D4.5 work process





Review of requirement list (s. Tool)
 Check for inconsistency, missing content, mistakes,...
(if needed) Planning test conduction per demonstrator
 Planning is available in D4.2
Evaluation conduction
Result documentation
 Description in this document including KPI assessment
 Use the existing requirement table with these additional evaluation columns:

Validation done?
[Yes, NO, not yet]

Validation output, requirement satisfied?
[Yes, NO, NA not applicable]

KPI Level reached
[1, 2, 3]

The resulting sections for each pilot in this document then include the following headings:
 Introduction
o Short statement of the context for the pilot
 Pilot setup and objectives
o Describes the main objectives of the pilot and how it was set up
 Validation result overview
o Provides an indication of requirements met and KPI level achieved.
 Validation summary
o A verbose report of the validation results
 Transition to the second cycle
o An overview of the lessons learnt and next steps planned for the second cycle
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2. Use Case 1
2.1

Participants table
Table 1: UC1 Participants table

PILOT NAME

PILOT
LEADER

UC1-P1-Patient
Monitoring

PILOT
PARTICI
PANTS

INVOLVED
DEMON
STRATORS

PILOT
Notes
LOCATION

TELEVIC/KUL

COMmeto
Pozyx

UC1D1-Continuous
Activity Patterns

Belgium

UC1-P2-Integral Vitality
7SOLS/IRBLL
Monitoring

HIB
ACORDE
CSIC
EVOTEL
EVALAN

UC1D1-Continuous
Activity Patterns

Spain

BUT

CSIC
IMA

UC1D3-Wearable
Activity Monitoring

Czech
Republic

UC1-P4-Feasibility
Sleep monitoring

VTT/
Kempenhaeghe

ELIVE

UC1D4 – Sleep
Monitoring

UC1-P5-Episodic Health
Monitoring

VTT

Elive
Benete

UC1D2 HealthGate

UC1-P3-Vitality monitor
for
Indoor/Outdoor activity

UC1-P6Hospital Workspace 4.0

2.2
2.2.1

HOLST

The
Netherlands
Finland

UC1D1-Continuous
The
Activity Patterns Netherlands

UC1-P1-Patient Monitoring
Introduction

The UC1-P1-Patient Monitoring pilot is also called UC1D1-BE pilot and is part of the Use Case 1Demonstrator 1 (UC1D1). The pilot has two kinds of settings: a hospital setting and an assisted living
flat setting as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In the first cycle the different components (radar,
location beacons, BLE network and gateway) were deployed. All partners of the BE consortium are
involved: Televic, COMmeto, Pozyx and KULeuven. The objectives of the final demonstrator of the
pilot are on the application of the BLE mesh network to send different sensor data streams with
different QoS requirements towards the edge device and further to the cloud, as well as to show the
ability of the radar sensor to distinguish different types of activities and to measure vital signs
(breathing rate and heart rate) of multiple persons in parallel.
During the first iteration of the project, all tests has been done in a lab setting at the premises of
KULeuven.
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Figure 2: UC1-P1-Patient Monitoring hospital setting

Figure 3: UC1-P1-Patient Monitoring assisted living flat setting
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The general architecture as used in the UC1-P1-Patient Monitoring pilot is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Top-level view on the UC1-P1_Patient Monitoring architecture.

2.2.2

Pilot Set-up and objectives

In the first cycle, the UC1-P1_Patient Monitoring pilot focuses on the set up of the framework in the
lab to validate:
1. the full pipeline from acquiring sensor data to performing data analytics & visualization in the
cloud (single person);
2. the feasibility of an indoor localization system on top of BLE mesh (characterization).
2.2.2.1
Radar based activity classification and vital signs measuring system
During the first phase, the low-level movement events are detected and vital signs estimated, human
activities are being detected at the edge (gateway). Based on the detected events
and visualization and long- term analytics will be performed in the cloud (Figure 5).
Both test scenarios (Hospital setting & Assisted Living Flat setting) have been played where a patient
enters the room, walks to the bed and lays down. The position of the room level location system has
been refined by the radar signals to achieve a more precise location. The radar did classify these
activities and did report them via a gateway to the cloud.
Finally, it was possible to reconfigure the radar (over the wireless network) to measure vital signs.
For the first phase, this was still triggered manually, in the second phase, the purpose is to trigger
this in an automated way based on the activity that was detected and the position of the patient.
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Figure 5: Radar based activity classification & vital signs measuring system

2.2.2.2

BLE mesh network with QoS for localization

During the first iteration of the project, the objective of this demonstrator focusses on achieving an
indoor positioning system on top of BLE mesh. The current positioning/localization system
comprise of a network of beacons or anchors that will forward data to a positioning server. To do so,
typically a complex and costly infrastructure needs to be deployed. When communicating over a
mesh network, communication can happen more efficiently in a more cost-effective manner. As
localization systems typically rely on tight synchronization and reliable traffic patterns, the challenge
and objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of such system. Therefore, the solutions of Televic
(Ultrasound based) and Pozyx (Ultra-Wide-Band) will be adapted to support BLE mesh and
demonstrate novel communication protocols.
The objective of the BLE part of the demonstrator is to showcase the feasibility of an indoor
positioning system on top of BLE mesh network with support for a QoS mechanism. During the first
project phase, the demonstrator will take place in the same lab setting of where the radar system is
deployed Figure 6Error! Reference source not found. depicts the setup deployed in a test
framework in a lab setting.

Figure 6: BLE mesh with QoS for indoor positioning: setup of the test framework in a lab setting
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The preliminary setup of pilot environment in the first cycle as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Lab setup in Leuven
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2.2.3

Validation Result Overview

Contribution to KPIs at project level
Table 2: UC1-P1-Patient monitoring pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

BS1.5

RADAR: Automated and
software
defined
operation (KR1.2)

0

1

BS2.1

Embedded AI (KR2.1)

0

-

Not
in focus
@ <1st cycle>

BS2.2

Sensor data fusion &
predictive model building
(KR2.2, KR2.3, KR2.4)

0

-

Not
in focus
@ <1st cycle>

BS3.4

Zone detection (KR4.1)

0

-

Not
in focus
@ <1st cycle>

Pilot specific KPIs:
The pilot aims to achieve the following targets at the end of the project.
Table 3: Pilot specific KPIs
KPI UC1-P1
Novel
care
communication
infrastructure based on a wireless
communication network for (1) reliable
alarming, (2) room level accurate indoor
localization, (3) third-party location
based
service
leveraging beacon technology, (4) radar
based patient monitoring and (5) context
based commissioning

Outcomes
Network of beacons operating on a single wireless
mesh network based on Bluetooth Low Energy that
guarantees QoS for different applications

Validation status
Positioning system connected
to mesh network
First stream for location
update messages

Adaptive radar & IMU based activity
detection model that runs close to the
sensor and is able to automatically adapt
to user-specific behavior.

Classify activities (at gateway) based on low-level First classifier completed
events: standing, sitting, walking, lying, eating, leaving
the bed, anxiety, wandering around for the purpose of
people monitoring

Mesh network that supports activity monitoring based 2nd cycle
on radar sensor data where data is preprocessed on
the beacons which can fit with the bandwidth
restrictions of BLE Mesh SIG and optional QoS
restrictions

Track movement events of multiple persons in parallel Multiple persons = 2nd cycle
Model implementable on the embedded
device; precision and recall of 98% for
Discriminate persons that are 1m apart when radar is
classifying low-level movement events:
placed on a ceiling at 2.5m height
walk-away, walk-towards, stand-up, sitdown, lie-down
Radar module that can be reconfigured by the Achieved via manual command
gateway.
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Cloud environment that connects to the gateway that Ongoing
gives an overview of the devices, users, applications;
that stores the application data; that can push
notifications and alerts, that exposes data via an API
for dashboarding
Gateway devices connecting to sensor network and Partially complete
cloud; that supports device management; that
supports
application
management,
device
reconfiguration, edge processing
IMU and radar based zone selection and Automatically identify 5 main indoor zones (e.g. living 2nd cycle
allocation of semantics (e.g., zone A = room, toilet, bedroom, kitchen, bath room) based on
bedroom, B = kitchen)
the movement types that are typically measured.
Accurate low-power UWB indoor
positioning over a network of wireless
anchor nodes with distributed sub-nano
second synchronization for TDOA based
positioning.

Allow for accurate indoor localization using UWB System performance validated
(Localization test within 10-30cm)
Anchor clock synchronization at sub-nanosecond level Ongoing
supporting the TDOA protocol

Ability to self-localize the fixed infrastructure during 2nd cycle
Sub-nanosecond synchronization over
commissioning within 30cm relative accuracy.
wireless network, outlier reduction ratio

Table 4: UC-P1-Patient Monitoring pilot requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation Status

Remark

0

Complete

Validation at <2nd cycle>

2

Partial

Validation at <2nd cycle>

14

Pending

Validation at <2nd cycle>

2.2.4

Validation summary

The overall function of the UC1-P1-Patient Monitoring pilot is realized. In June 2021 the installation
DUT in lab and integration was completed. During summer first experiments were executed. The
radar and IMU data in parallel during simulated activities are collected. Algorithmic design for
automated recognition of activities and vital sign detection are achieved. Localization experiments &
performance analysis based on the BLE mesh network parameters are conducted.
2.2.4.1

Radar based activity classification

2.2.4.1.1 Scenarios
Both single as multiple person scenarios will be considered during data collection. For now, only
single person scenarios were recorded. The multiple person scenarios are planned for Fall 2021. In
the single person scenarios, the participant will perform basic daily activities that people do in their
daily life at home like walking, sitting, standing up, lying down, and moving hand.
Before starting the recording of scenarios: the participant signs a consent form and an estimate of
the height and weight of the participant is logged.
Scenario 1: Walking
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Aim: recognize automatically that a person is walking and in which area of the room he/she does it
Estimated time duration: 1 minute x 2
Recording procedure:
The participant keeps walking inside the room in different directions of the room with his normal
walking speed.
The participant is instructed to use a predefined path shown, it starts with going to other part of the
room and coming back, then going back and forth in all the sides of the bed. This path was chosen
to cover all the parts of the room.
Scenario 2: Sitting on the chair & standing up, laying down on bed & getting up
Aim: recognize automatically by the sensors that a person is sitting, standing up, laying down or
getting up.
Estimated time duration: 1min 20s x 2
Recording procedure:
The participant walks inside the room then:












Goes towards the chair and sits down
Count 5 seconds
Stands up
Count 5 seconds
Move towards the bed then sits down
Count 5 seconds
than rotates his/her upper body and lifts his legs to the bed and lies down slowly like a patient
do in a hospital
Count 5 seconds
Get up from the bed
Count 5 seconds
Go outside the room

Scenario 3: walking, laying down, moving hands up and down, restless movements, get up
Aim: Recognize automatically a person laying down, moving his/her hand up or down or feeling
anxious in bed.
Estimated time duration: 2 minutes x 2
Recording procedure:
The participant walks inside the room then:








Goes towards the bed and sits down
Count 5 seconds
than rotates his/her upper body and lifts his legs to the bed and lies down slowly like a patient
do in a hospital
Count 5 seconds
Move his hand up
Count 5 seconds
Move his hand down
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Count 5 seconds
Turn on his right side, then turn on his left side.
Turn on his back
Count 5 seconds
Get up from the bed
Go outside the room

Scenario 4: Walking, sitting, moving hands up and down, stand up
Aim: Recognize automatically a person sitting, moving his/her hand up or down or walking
Estimated time duration: 1 minute x 2
Recording procedure:
The participant walks inside the room then:









Goes towards the chair then sits down
Count 5 seconds
Move his hand up
Count 5 seconds
Move his hand down
Count 5 seconds
Stand up from the chair
Go outside the room

2.2.4.1.2 Signal processing
From the radar the output of the analog to digital converter (ADC) is collected and stored. One frame
of the ADC data has the shape (Ns x Nc x Nr) where Ns is the number of samples in each chirp, Nc
is the number of chirps and Nr is the number of virtual antennas. Having such raw data enables
evaluating different signal processing chains that prepare the data in such a way that is suited to be
processed by a machine learning model that automatically detects movement events.
For the first experiment the following processing pipeline was applied. First a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) on each chirp was applied to get the range spectrum, then another FFT was run on the chirp’s
axis to get the velocity spectrum. This results in a range Doppler matrix that contains on each of its
axes the range and velocity values. The calculation of the range Doppler map is done for each virtual
antenna. Since only a single moving object is in the room for now a simple non-coherent combining
of these range Doppler maps is applied by summing over the antenna’s axis. Finally, the resulting
matrix is also summed along its range axis to get one vector containing all the velocities captures by
the radar. Figure 8 resumes all the processing pipeline.

Figure 8: Processing pipeline.
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This processing pipeline is applied on each frame of the ADC data; hence we have a new Doppler
power spectrum for each frame. By stacking these Doppler spectrums, we can get a time Doppler
map showing the velocity evolution over time.
2.2.4.1.3 Activity recognition
After collecting the data was annotated by synchronizing the video and the radar data and assigning
to each frame the activity that was seen on the video. In our first data collection, 7 people performed
the scenarios as descripted above. Some of them performed twice the same scenario.
Data
At the time of writing the data of 3 participants was labeled which resulted we got a dataset with
examples of each of the different considered low-level movement event classes. Each movement
event is chopped into smaller parts of 2.5 seconds each. This period was chosen as a compromise
between events that take a long time (walking, restless, laying down, getting up) and events that are
very short (Hand up, hand down, sitting, standing up). Therefore, since the classes walking and
restless typically have a higher duration compared to the others these classes dominate.

Figure 9: Data gathered from 3 participants
Model
A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model was used for classification of time Doppler maps. This
CNN takes in input matrices of shape (100,50) where the x-axis corresponds to time dimension and
y-axis for Doppler dimension. The trained model is tested on the data of a new participant not
included in the training set. This test measures the capacity of the model to extend his predictions
capacity on new subjects which is very important for deployment. The confusion matrix below shows
the performance of the model on the new data, we see a dominating diagonal indicated appropriate
behavior of the model. The walking, standing up, getting up and restless events are all well classified.
However, some confusions happened:


For the Sitting event: The sitting event was hugely confused with the laying down, nearly 50%
of sitting events were classified as laying down. This comes back to the fact that laying down
starts by sitting, so in those misclassified samples, it is expected that a sitting signature is
available in the time Doppler map. A more fine-grained annotation will be carried out to
resolve this issue.



A second confusion happened between the hand up and stand events, the hand up event
was many times considered as a stand-up event by the model. The time Doppler map can
be similar sometimes between these two events. They both have a triangular signature in the
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upper direction. Adding more complexity to the model, such that it can better represent fine
grained patterns, is expected to resolve this issue.


The third confusion happened between the hand-up and hand-down events, the confusion
happened in both directions. These events in fact don’t have similar time Doppler maps, but
some participants didn’t respect the 5 seconds interval between moving hand up and hand
down. So, the time Doppler map may contain both events and the model were confused.
More detailed annotations are needed.



The last confusion happens between the laying down and the restless event, few of the laying
down events were classified as restless event. After watching the video, we see that the
participant tries to find a comfortable position on the bed by moving, and that is the reason
of the confusion.

Figure 10: confusion matrix on data of new participant
2.2.4.1.4 Conclusion
To sum up, the new dataset we collected has a variety of participants performing events in their own
manner bringing the data closer to real-life scenarios. Analysis of the data was used to refine the
data collection and annotation protocol for future data collections and provided insights for an
enhanced modeling. In general, promising results were obtained indicating that the classifier model
is capable of discerning different low-level movement events. However, there exist some events
which are similar at some point and therefore make it hard for the model to correctly classify them.
To deal with the confusion, a more fine-grained annotation is required.
2.2.4.2
Integration into gateway and cloud
Figure 11 shows a more detailed expansion of the architectural picture above (Figure 4).
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Figure 11: Detailed view on the full chain
Figure 12 shows the interfaces and the internal components of the gateway (edge device). At the
left side the connection to the radar sensor and the BLE mesh network is implemented. The data is
provided over a broker protocol layer to a broker (server) implementation inside the gateway. At the
right side is the connection to the cloud (upstream and downstream). This connection happens
through an AMQP client connection to the broker in the cloud. At the top is the connection for device
management over a secured MQTT Message Transport Protocol (MTP).

Figure 12: The UC1D1-BE (UC1-P1-Patient Monitoring) gateway
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Inside the edge device (COMmeto gateway), computation modules are installed using Docker
containers and Python modules inside the container. These modules take low-level activities as input
to do the activity classification. The modules and be changed at run-time. The modules can also
send downstream data information. This will be used to change the radar parameters. For example,
in the case a static posture of the human is recognized then the radar sensor will be instructed to
switch to vital sign measuring (heart rate and breathing rate). Data is kept in a local time series
database. Depending on a run-time configurable setting, the low-level movements and/or the activity
classification results are sent upstream.
The device management Agent (USP/TR-369) connects to the device management MTP broker over
a (secured) MQTT client. The device management elements allow for the monitoring and setting the
operational parameters of the gateway.
Figure 13 below shows the three system blocks upstream from the gateway (L4, L5 and L6 in the
NextPerception architecture (see D2.1)): the data path broker, the cloud processing subsystem and
the (user) applications.

Figure 13: The cloud components in L4, L5, L6 layers
The data path broker (L4) runs as server in the cloud, taking AMQP connections as input. Its queues
will be fetched using AMQP (output). The broker is controlled by the device management Agent
(top). Inside the broker the virtual host(s), exchanges and queues will be defined with the appropriate
authorizations.
The cloud processing subsystem (L5) contains cloud-processing elements, like databases,
visualization tools (dashboards), brokers etc. One of the components for the radar processing is the
“AI algorithms” processing component. This component supports AI algorithms on the radar data.
The setup allows for changing these components dynamically. The user can connect to the L5
components using the user application tier (L6). This typically is a web browser or a customer specific
application (desktop or tablet).
Integration testing results
The data types from the radar subsystem towards the gateway were defined and tested with test
data. In the upstream direction, the “low level movement event data” is transported over a secured
broker transport connection on top of TCP/IP to a broker (server) implementation inside the gateway
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After the broker, the data is stored in a local buffering time series database. Later, this buffered data
is taken as input for modules running from within a Docker container and written as Python modules.
The Python scripts will be tested in a later step. Towards the cloud an AMQP client connection to
the data path broker (L4) is be used. As part of the first phase, the data types were defined and
tested for applicability over the full length of the data processing chain for the upstream direction.
The required data types were defined and tested for proper interoperability. The upstream data path
was tested. The downstream part and device management Agent (USP/TR-369) will be part of the
next phase of testing.
2.2.4.3
Localization based on US
This section describes how the BLE mesh connectivity demonstrator links with the ultrasound-based
positioning system of Televic comprising of Communicators, Beacons and Tags. In this system a
proprietary RF protocol is used for communication, management and configuration of the beacons
and for synchronization. The communicators play an important role as gateway but also to form
clusters of beacons. In such cluster, time slots and unique IDs are distributed. The positioning system
will be connected to BLE mesh infrastructure as depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Physical integration of hardware of the companies to BLE test lab
For the US system of Televic, which is a system that targets room level accuracy, the following mesh
nodes indicated in the blue squares are selected to connect with the beacons (Figure 15). Via a
serial interface, the dedicated hardware can be connected to the BLE mesh network and the
corresponding messages to perform localization can be routed. The green nodes indicate possible
sink nodes that are responsible to forward the data to the positioning engine. They will be interfaced
with a communicator. Finally, the dedicated tag hardware (to receive US messages and pre-process
the information) will also be connected to the mesh network via a serial interface.
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Figure 15: Deployment of beacons and communicators, mapped on the BLE nodes of the test lab.
Location updates calculated on the tags where successfully transmitted over BLE mesh.
In this approach, the same messages will now be transmitted and received over the BLE mesh
network. Therefore, the experiments are executed with realistic messages of a real application. It
allows splitting up the different research challenges and isolating experiments by gradually
introducing or replacing part by novel BLE protocols.
The following elements were validated.


Interconnecting Televic positioning system with a BLE mesh network



Serial protocol between tag/beacon/communicator and nRF52DK



Data model to transmit messages over BLE mesh



Smart routing: deciding which messages flow over which path. A command can be sent from
the communicator over RF to reconfigure the system.



Novel BLE mesh middleware to route location messages of BLE Mesh to the sink
o

Provisioning mechanism of the nodes including roles (relay configuration, key binding
on network layer in order to from a network.

As a result, an end-to-end validation of how to build up a BLE mesh for the positioning system was
achieved. Based on the received ultrasound messages, emitted from the beacons, the tags can
calculate its location and send back the location update messages over the mesh network formed
by the same beacons to the sink and then to the location server to further process the location
messages and visualize a location (Figure 15). The system is capable of dealing with duplicates.
Because our system calculates the location with room level precision, it’s is not latency critical.
A view on the practical deployment of radar, US beacon and BLE radio is show in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Prototype deployment in the lab of the radar, US beacon interfaced to a BLE radio.
During the second phase, the performance of the mesh network will be further characterized.
Measurements will characterize the performance limitations of the mesh network in terms of clock
reliability (packet loss), latency and synchronization. The accuracy of over the air clock
synchronization using BLE mesh will be measured. The results will be mapped on the system
requirements (how much jitter, how much beacons per broadcast domain) in order to define a
synchronization mechanism. Finally, a new middleware will be implemented to support a QoS
mechanism in order to deal with different traffic priorities and reconfigure the network accordingly.
2.2.4.4
Localization based on UWB
This section describes how the BLE mesh connectivity demonstrator links with the UWB based
positioning system of Pozyx comprising of a Positioning Server, Anchors and Tags. Note that the
BLE mesh requirements for the UWB system overlap significantly with the ultrasound requirements
which makes the collaboration very useful.
In the UWB system that currently exists, the transmission of synchronization algorithm messages,
configuration and system management packets are sent over Ethernet between the server and the
anchors. Figure 17 shows how the positioning system will form a BLE mesh infrastructure to
drastically reduce the required Ethernet infrastructure between the anchors and the server.
In the TDOA-based positioning system considered in the demonstrator, the tag to be positioned
sends short UWB messages (called blinks) on fixed intervals determined by its update rate (e.g. at
2 Hz update rate, the tag sends a blink every 0.5 s). Those blinks are received by the anchors around
the tag and this data is sent to the gateway where it is centrally processed. For each blink, a new
position update becomes available on the server with accuracy 10-30 cm.
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Figure 17: UWB positioning system with anchors forming a BLE mesh network.
The following elements were validated.


Ability to integrate a BLE functionality on the Pozyx anchor hardware.



Ability to implement a BLE communication stack on the Pozyx anchors.



Serial protocol on the anchor between the central microcontroller and BLE module.



Data model to transmit UWB location and synchronization messages over BLE mesh.



Ability to capture the wireless BLE data at the sink anchor and forward the data to the
positioning server.



Perform all required localization features on the positioning server with data collected over
the BLE mesh.

For this demonstrator, the Pozyx anchors (Figure 18) have been equipped with a Nordic nRF52840
BLE module (amongst other changes). Several BLE software stacks were evaluated including the
nRF Connect SDK and nRF5 SDK. The BLE functionality was exposed over a UART interface which
allowed communication between the main processor of the anchor and the BLE module. The
protocols on the main processor were then adapted to reroute UWB data to the BLE module and to
forward BLE data on the sink anchor to the positioning server. An update in the positioning server
was also required to handle the latency spread on the received blink data from the sink and to handle
packet loss.
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Figure 18: Pozyx anchor without BLE (left), and adapted Pozyx anchor with BLE (right).
In an initial phase, experimentation was performed in a small network of 4 anchors (3 wireless
anchors and one sink as shown in Figure 19) without meshing since all anchors are in view of each
other. We further simplified the system by statically configuring all required settings on the anchors
so that no communication is required from the gateway to the anchors. In this setup, the anchors
regularly transmit synchronization frames to the gateway.

Figure 19: Demonstrator area with 4 anchors (green crosses)
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In this setting each sync message sent by the Pozyx anchors was received by all other anchors. We
compared this system with our current system where all anchors are connected by Ethernet/UDP
and data transmission occurs with very little overhead. We used one tag which positioned at an UWB
update rate of 1 Hz. This configuration results in a required throughput of 855 B/s, transmitted in 27
Pozyx data packets/s. The Pozyx data packets are divided over BLE mesh packets which are limited
to maximum 12 payload bytes. Taking the BLE overhead into account, this results in a total required
throughput of about 0.11 Mbps.
In a second stage, we have simulated the mesh protocol by adding a repeater in a setup of 8 anchors
and 5 tags at 5 Hz. Configuration of the anchors is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Demonstrator area with 8 anchors (green crosses)
We found that the flooding characteristic of BLE Mesh has a big negative impact on the available
throughput. If the network would get even bigger, which it usually is, more anchors need to be
configured as repeaters, which will lead to an even bigger increase in data traffic. Also the amount
of tags that generate data has a direct impact on the amount of data transported in the BLE mesh.
In our network of 8 anchors, with one repeater and 5 tags at 5 Hz, we transmit around 63 kB/s,
corresponding to about 1700 Pozyx data packets. Taking the BLE overhead into account, this results
in a total required throughput of about 1.39 Mbps. As the maximum physical speed of the BLE radio
is 2 Mbps, this size of setup is impossible to achieve if the protocol and timings of the BLE mesh are
taken into account. Packets will get lost and positioning will be impossible.
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We have validated that it is possible to perform UWB positioning with a wireless BLE backbone
network. However, the reliability/usefulness of the BLE mesh for our application is limited by the
throughput and is a delicate balancing act of the amount of anchors, repeaters and the total update
rate of the tags. In its default configuration, the update rate and the amount of tag that can be
supported is very low and potentially insufficient to capture detailed location data for health analysis.
Improvements are required to the default BLE mesh protocol to make it useful for this positioning
system.

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

2.2.5

The following aspects have to be considered for the next cycle
Table 5: Aspects to be considered for the next cycle
Aspect

Content / Change

Requirements

Monitoring of movements of multiple persons in parallel
Indoor localization system on top of BLE mesh including
synchronization and a QoS mechanism
Study improvements to the default BLE mesh protocol to make is
useful for UWB positioning

Development Goals No changes
Concept
Demonstrator

/ Further realization of Lab tests
Integrated system demonstrator
Move to real-life environment

Communication

No changes

Algorithm

No changes

2.3
2.3.1

UC1-P2-Integral Vitality Monitoring
Introduction

The UC1-P2 Integral Vitality monitoring pilot pursues a multi-domain system for the continuous
monitoring for elderly health assessment. The demonstrator, leaded by the Lleida Biomedical
Research Institute (IRBLL), has been carried out with the support of patients suffering from mild
cognitive impairments and frailty at different states. This real environment allowed testing the
developed innovations and technologies.
The first phase demonstration covered from the installation of sensors at the end-user facilities to
the results presentation in a user-friendly and understandable manner for both patients and general
practitioners, while ensuring data security and compliance with privacy regulations (e.g., GDPR).
Patient health status and, particularly, possible changes in their continuous activity tracking will be
delivered to patients and caregivers thanks to unobtrusively and wearable sensors.
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2.3.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

The different technologies brought into play in this pilot are distributed along the Cloud, Fog and
Edge network layers. Two different sensor networks are present in the Edge, enabling the
continuous monitoring. On one hand, an IMU-foot and UWB tag-based sensor network provides
information about gait parameters and location. On the other hand, the computing vision network,
based on RGB cameras located on strategic places, deliver people and local activity recognition.
Both subnetworks host local processing as well as edge computing. Post-processing and
presentation to patients and caregivers are performed on servers present in the cloud.
Finally, security and privacy of senior patients is a key aspect of this pilot, as well as the orchestration
of the different actors in the network. Both services are hosted in the fog.

Figure 21: Integral Vitality Monitoring Pilot overview
The following subsections detail the different components present in the deployment. The first
subsection describes the elements composing the IMU-UWB sensor subnetwork, and the second
the distributed computing vision subnetwork. This description includes sensors details and also the
services deployed in the cloud and in the fog.
At this point, it is important to remark that for this first cycle, some of the sensors envisaged for each
of the subnetworks’ demonstrations are installed in the living lab provided for the trials by IRB-Lleida
and other sensors are provided in the shape of wearables for the users.
2.3.2.1
IMU and UWB based sensor network
The sensors integrated in the pilot are:
Table 6: IMU–Foot & UWB network description
IMU–Foot & UWB
Partner

CSIC

Description

IMU installed on the foot (house shoe) and UWB tags on the
waist/arm

The processing of all the information obtained from the sensors were executed at different levels.
The architecture proposed by CSIC consists of a subsystem based on the integration between
inertial measurement units (IMUs) and a network of ultra-wideband (UWB) sensors, as show next:
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Figure 22: IMU–Foot & UWB sensor fusion
Patients carry an IMU wearable (including 3 Accelerometers & 3 Gyroscopes) on the foot, connected
to near local computer by means of BLE connections. UWB ranging is used as a complementary
sensor (fused with IMU) in order to locate persons within the smartlab environment. An accuracy
below 0.5m allow the estimation without ambiguity of the room where the person is located. Location
information helps in the classification of the type of activity the person is involved.
The computing is performed on the edge at local processor in the living lab, as specified next:
Table 7: IMU-Foot & UWB local processing
IMU–Foot & UWB Local Processing
Partner

CSIC

Description

Local processing to transform RAW signals into parameters of interest

Inputs

RAW IMU signals (3-axis Acce & 3-axis Gyro) + Ranges from UWB
tag to several UWB anchors
Stride length, Speed, cadence, Position (X,Y,Z), Position (room level)

Outputs
Device/Gateway

We have used in phase 1 a local PC (running a CSIC’s Matlab App
called LocGait), alternatively it could have been implemented with a
Smartphone (Android App)
Table 8: IMU-Foot & UWB edge-computing

IMU–Foot & UWB Edge-Computing
Partner

CSIC
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Description

Statistics on different parameters along several recording hours

Input

Stride length, Speed, cadence,
Position
(X,Y,Z),
Position
(room level)
Mean & median values and standard deviation for gait parameters,
temporal percentage with presence in each room

Output
Planned Algorithms

Statistical analysis

Where

PC (Matlab & Excel macros)

Finally, the information will be available on the web:
Table 9: IMU-Foot & UWB Cloud computing
IMU–Foot & UWB Cloud computing
Partner

CSIC

Description

Visualization of statistical gait and location parameters

Input
Output

Mean values and
standard deviation for gait parameters,
temporal percentage in each room
Web page with plots of inputs for personal state assessment

Algorithms

HTML, PHP and Grafana for visualization

Where

Cloud Server on Google, Influx-DB and CSIC’s servers

2.3.2.2
Distributed computing vision network
The sensors envisaged for the of the distributed computing vision are RGB IP cameras. Additionally,
limited experiments will be addressed with infrared cameras. The edge network will also count with
distributed local processing nodes, performing limited processing, such Nvidia Jetson Nano or
Raspberry Pi based platforms. The fog processing will be implemented over a x86 PC hosting Linux,
providing intelligence and fusion capabilities.
Table 10: Distributed computing vision video camera description
Video-camera
Partner

HI-Iberia

Description
Output parameters

RGB-Infrared cameras installed in strategic rooms:
kitchen, living room…
Video and images

Communication protocols

WiFi
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The processing of the information collected by the cameras will be done at different levels. At first
attempt, a local processing will take place for the initial treatment of images.
Table 11: Video Processing on the Distributed Computing Vision
Video Processing
Partner

HIB

Description
Inputs

Initial pre-processing of images for recognition of people and basic
local activity recognition
Video from RGB Cameras

Outputs

Local activity recognition (open pose), Person ID

Device Gateway

Local device – ARM

The following processing level will be done in the edge. The edge network will also count with
distributed local processing nodes, performing limited processing, such Nvidia Jetson Nano or
Raspberry Pi based platforms.
Table 12: Computing Vision Artificial Intelligence.
COMPUTER VISION - AI
Partner

HIB

Description

This module will process the information extracted in the Video
Processing module and together with a deeper analysis of the video
with AI algorithms will generate new information
Video from RGB Cameras, local activity recognition, person ID

Inputs?
Outputs?
Planned Algorithms

Result of data fusing and processing the images: basic and
behavioural parameters
AI for computer vision

Where

Edge device – x86/Linux

At last level, the cloud processing will be implemented for the behavioural changes analysis providing
AI and fusion capabilities.
Table 13: Behavioural changes analysis for AI and fusion.
Behavioural changes analysis
Partner

HIB
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Description

Output

Detection of behavioural thanks to the information extracted from videos and the
combination with other parameters.
Person identification, person using a facemask, person location at the home.
Behavioural parameters: person walking, person sitting, person using objects…
Anomaly detection. Activity Patterns.

Algorithms

Behavioural changes

Where

Cloud

Input

The control and communication with remote processing nodes is addressed over Real Time Protocol
(RTP) and Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP), respectively. The required QoS for both traffic
types are ensured thanks to a Time Sensitive Network solution.

Figure 23: Distributed computing vision network overview
A specific Time Sensitive Network solution is being deployed to interconnect IP video camera, edge
processing with the gateway providing access to cloud services (Grafana-based dashboard, privacypreserving authentication). The network provides high bandwidth capability, bandwidth guarantee
for data streams providing connectivity to fog services such as the orchestration provided by means
of Zenoh/MQTT. TSN, a set of IEEE 802.1 Ethernet standard enhancements, is being developed
over commercial-off-the-shelve platforms.
In this first phase the integration of the TSN and the distributed computing vision devices and the
monitoring of senior patients were addressed separately.
2.3.3

Validation Result Overview

The validation is based on the key results already defined in the project:
KR1.6, which deals with IMU components with embedded intelligence for advanced calibration and
improved accuracy. The associated key performance indicator is KPI1.6.1 “Development of a set of
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significant Gait parameters for Frailty assessment “. The objective is short is to improve the precision
in the stride length measurement for enhancing the precision in the frailty assessment. As a
validation metric we require a Stride Length (SL) relative error lower than 5% of actual SL. Also,
similar figures are desired for other key gait parameters such as: speed, cadence, gait time, and so
on.
The computer vision system deals with the following Key result defined in NextPerception:
-

KR2.3: Algorithms to perform sensor fusion for reliable monitoring of human behaviour are
implemented for detecting some basic activities. The associated KPIs are KPI2.3.1 and
KPI2.3.2.

The Time Sensitive Network validation targets the Next Perception key results:
-

KR 3.1. TSN bridges are based on Xilinx Zynq-7000 full-custom boards implementing submicrosecond time synchronization. The time-synchronization is required to support the
latency control for QoS. The associated KPI is KPI 3.1.1. The time synchronization protocol
is centralized monitored from the Grafana-based dashboard.

-

KR 3.2 TSN bridges provide the required QoS and optionally time synchronization. In this
first phase, connectivity between sensor and processing nodes has been tested.

The obtained results are overviewed in next tables:
Table 14: UC1-P2- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level
Initial

reached

remark

BS3.2

Development of a set of
significant Gait
parameters for Frailty
assessment

1

2

Technology tested as feasible
in 1st cycle. Usability feedback
in progress

BS3.3

Identification of persons
with an accuracy of 80%

1

2

This will be implemented for
Y2. In Y1 pilot only one person
is interacting in the pilot.

KPI2.3.2

Detection of daily activities
at home with an accuracy
of 1) >40%, 2) >60% 3)
>75%

0

2

For the training of the system,
the Kinetics 400 Dataset has
been used with more than 400
activities extracted from films.
Some slight discrepancies are
detected in the detection of
activities due to the camera
angles and the scenes, the
chopped and zenith planes.
This will be improved for next
year.

KPI2.5.1

Anomaly detection in the
daily activities with an
accuracy of 90%

0

0

This will be implemented for
cycle 2 pilot. In Y1 pilot only
one person is interacting in the
pilot.
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BS2.5
KR3.1

Cost effective hardware
modules
supporting edge computin
g, integrated secure
elements, and high precisi
on synchronization
solutions

0

2

Sub microsecond
synchronization achieved with
gPTP between TSN bridges.

BS2.5

TSN based solution for
high-bandwidth
communication and
distributed control and
monitoring

0

2

Connectivity demonstrated.
Specific QoS pending

KPI3.3.1

Development and
deployment tools featuring
design, orchestration,
management and
monitoring of the
distributed sensors and
intelligence in the system
of systems, automatic
code generation for
heterogeneous
components and
verification and validation
support for the final
solution

0

1

Initial proof of concept and
demos performed. Future work
to be done during development
of D3.5, where generalization to
sensor, network and intelligent
elements of the NextPerception
architecture will be designed
and developed.

BS2.9

Privacy and data security
integrated by design in all
prototypes. Levels:
(1) Privacy by design and
data security principles
integrated in sensors and
framework communication
components (2)
Deployment of secure
meta-data solutions and
advanced digital signature
schemes.
(3) Evaluated transparent
user-centric
implementation and
credible full-lifetime
privacy support

0

1

An initial prototype has been
designed and developed.
Performance analysis of novel
pseudonym-based signature
schemes for privacy-preserving
user authentication in terms of
computational complexity,
authentication time, pseudonym
list computation time and time
for signature verification need
to be done after its integration
to the Advanced Edge
Gateway.

Table 15: UC1-P2 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
Status

Remark
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01

Complete

A prototype of the privacy-preserving mechanism has
been designed and developed (i.e.,
Privacy_DataAnonymization)

13

Partial

TSN and Distributed Computing Vision related
requirements.
Security_Effectiveness, Security_Performance, and
Privacy_Revocation requirements will be validated in
the 2nd cycle of the project after the integration of the
privacy-preserving mechanism into the advanced
edge gateway.

00

Pending

2.3.4

Validation summary

2.3.4.1
IMU and UWB based sensor network
The general objective of this sub-demonstrator (IMU & UWB) is to develop and demonstrate
technologies to measure and monitor behavior and daily activities of persons with Mild Cognitive
Impairment (phase 1) and to detect anomalies in the activity patterns in a set of end users monitored
during a period of time (phase 2).
The specific objectives for phase 1 are:
-

Determine the feasibility of the use of IMU-Foot & UWB for measuring gait parameters in old
people diagnosed with Mild Cognitive Impairment.

-

Examine the usability and patients’ experience of the use of IMU-Foot & UWB in old people
diagnosed with Mild Cognitive Impairment.

Regarding the feasibility, we have implemented a user interface (LocGait Matlab code) in order to
configure the set-up of sensors, and to define the sensors and regions of interest in the
experimentation site. Next we show some screenshots:
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Figure 24: LocGait App: Human set-up
Sensors can be connected from a PC (running LocGait App) located in the middle of the testing site
using BLE interface successfully, with correct communication (without data package lost) in the
whole living lab environment.

Figure 25: LocalGait App. Sensor set-up.
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The system is configured to partition the location site in 6 regions of interest (RoIs), and the first
experiments show a correct detection (without hysteresis) of the RoI where the person is located
during common and different Daily Activities

Figure 26: LocGait App. UWB location
Additionally, many of the regular steps performed by the person are correctly detected, and the
different sub-gait phases are extracted. Next screen shows the gait segmentation (middle-bottom),
the multiple gait parameters estimated (top-right) with statistics, and the trajectory of the person while
walking (right-bottom) using the IMU integration with INS algorithms and ZUPT detection.
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Figure 27: LocGait App. IMU Gate monitoring overview.
Some pictures of the evaluation trials on Lleida’s living lab site are shown next. Here we see the IMU
mounting on the foot:

Figure 28: Fix IMU to foot

And the UWB tag on the arm:

Figure 29: Fix UWB tag to arm
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Next we show the deployment of UWB anchors (red stars) on the site, with the defined regions of
interest (RoIs) on yellow rectangles:

Figure 30: UWB beacons on Lleida's LivingLab

A person performed walking tests and daily activity tasks as proposed on the pilot protocols:

Figure 31: Daily living activities
We show some real-time estimations of gait parameters, derived from straight trajectories, including
the statistics, trajectories in XY, gait phases and vertical foot movement:
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Figure 32: Walking tests
Motion of the person from one RoI to another, and time spent in each of them:

Figure 33: Daily living activities
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Figure 34: Walking tests
All information (gait parameters, location, RoIs visited,…) is stored in logfiles, and also on excel files
for further off-line studies:

Figure 35: Excel stored with detailed analysis
2.3.4.2
Distributed computing vision network
a) Integration between TSN bridges and distributed computing vision devices
The first integration of the sensing devices (IP RGB cameras) with the Time Sensitive Network
bridges, as well as their connectivity to the remote cloud processing has been addressed during this
first phase. Besides, different metrics have been collected from each TSN bridge to provide runtime
monitoring on the common grafana dashboard platform present on the cloud.
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The tested network deployment is shown in the figure below. The two RGB IP cameras from HiB
were attached to two Ethernet interfaces of the TSN bridge from Seven Solutions. The TSN network
is given by a point-to-point link between this TSN bridge and the other one attached to the router
providing access to the public Internet network. A laptop, acting as cloud server, was located at the
other side performing remote control and capture of the video streaming generated by both cameras.

Figure 36: TSN for the distributed computing vision network. General setup.
The full-duplex connectivity between RGB IP cameras and the remote laptop comprised different
stages. Firstly, DHCP and ARP discovering messages are broadcasted. After mutual recognition
between cameras and the cloud, configuration data streams are interchanged between cloud and
edge devices. As a result, video streams of different quality and bandwidth are issued by IP cameras.
Simultaneously, TSN bridges were synchronized and monitored thanks to the generalized Precision
Time Protocol (gPTP). The different monitors, such the synchronization status or link status were
collected on both TSN bridges and uploaded to the remote InfluxDB dashboard (see figure below).

Figure 37: TSN monitors on the remote InfluxDB dashboard.
To this end an additional full-duplex communication is required between each TSN bridge and a
gateway processor. The gateway receives the different metrics in plain text over a low priority TSN
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stream and formats it onto a XML file. A Telegraf plugin transferred formatted data to the remote
InfluxDB server.

Figure 38: Monitoring setup for TSN in the Distributed Computing Vision network.
b) Deployment of distributed computing vision devices and information processing
The general objective of this sub-demonstrator (computer vision system) is to obtain images of
people performing actions through RGB IP cameras and process the videos at different levels to
finally detect anomalies in the execution of daily activity patterns thanks to the identification of
actions.
Particularly, for this Y1 Pilot the objectives are:


Install and deploy the cameras in the IRBLleida facilities for performing the trials.



Integration of the computer vision system within the Zenoh Framework



Develop and deploy the algorithms for the detection of activities at HIB servers and test the
correct working during the users’ trials. The correct working implies, the detection of activity
in the trials site and also the correct identification of the activities.

The integration of the cloud-edge action recognition with vision devices (IP RGB cameras) provided
by HIB with the Zenoh framework for asynchronous communications developed by UVigo has been
performed following the Peer deployment architecture.
Zenoh is data transport protocol with publishers writing data in a path and subscribers reading data
from this path. We have set the Peer deployment where publishers and subscribers (called workers)
are in the same network. In case publishers and subscribers were located in different networks,
Zenoh also provides mechanisms to operate across a WAN or multiple LANs, at Internet scale.
The stream of camera is accessed via RTSP by the publishers (one per camera), which capture the
stream and post the frames in the corresponding path. However, publishers are not always posting
frames but just when people in the environment is detected.
When frames are posted to the path, workers listening to that path (one per camera), analyse these
frames to conduct the corresponding action recognition task. at HI-Iberia server.
The process of integration is included in the below figure. As it can be observed in the figure, two
cameras are deployed at IRBLleida Facilities. Processing architecture is integrated under Zenoh
infrastructure at HIB servers.
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Figure 39: Cloud-Edge Action recognition pilot Architecture
Once the architecture has been configured, and in order to avoid difficulties during the installation
process, the computing vision system was deployed and tested internally at HI-Iberia facilities and
then, it was move to Lleida. After analysing the pilot facility (a flat for students in a University campus)
dimensions and considering the actions to be detected at this first pilot, the cameras have been
installed in the following locations (yellow points):

Figure 40: Cameras installation planning
The two cameras and the computing system deployed at Lleida facilities are shown in the following
figures:
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Figure 41: Camera 1 installed at IRB Lleida facilities

Figure 42: Camera 2 installed at IRB Lleida facilities
After the installation of the cameras and the system, several users have been appointed to enter the
flat and perform some actions to check the working of the algorithms. Some frames of the recorded
actions are shown in the following figures:
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Figure 43: Real trials with end users at IRB Lleida facilities
During the trials, the results of the algorithms have been monitored in real time to check they wer
properly working. After the evaluation of the results, we can afirm that the activities were correctly
detected with 60% precision. The following figure shows the information received while activity is
detected in the IRB Lleida facilities. More in detail, the figure shows: the activitation of the cameras
when a presence is detected; the correct sending and receiving of frames between the camera and
the server; the number of frames analyzed for detecting an action and the action detected.

Figure 44: Backend for the detection of actions
Particularly, the service is able to detect the following activities: Cleaning, Eating, Exercising, and
Walking. Following year, the model will be trained with images from the real environment in order to
promote a more precise image classification and detect more types of activities (cooking, drinking,
reading, etc) and object locations on the IRBLL needs.
All the data for the activity detection, is stored in the common database implemented in Influx. An
example of the information sent to the Influx data base is as follows:
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Figure 45: Information sent to Influx DB for activity recognition
The results are shown with InfluxDB framework. This information will be presented in the following
cycle in a more user-friendly interface where the healthcare professionals will be able to visualize
the information collected during the pilot and the obtained results for all the sensors and subsystems
involved.

Figure 46: InfluxDB visualization for computer vision system
2.3.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

The specific objectives for phase 2 are:
-

Validate the use of IMU-Foot & UWB for the detection of continuous activity patterns in daily
routines of old people diagnosed with Mild Cognitive Impairment.

-

Validate the use of visible spectrum cameras for the detection of continuous activity patterns
in daily routines of old people diagnosed with Mild Cognitive Impairment and perform limited
experiments with near infrared.

-

Validate and improve the set of actions detected within the computer vision system and
perform the identification of several persons interacting in the pilot.

-

Upgrade the integration with Zenoh framework and deployed a mixed topology and
implement the initial local processing of the captured images.

Some challenges are:
-

Presentation of results and installation of sensors at end-user facilities will be user-friendly
and understandable for both patients and general practitioners.
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-

For IMU components, the main challenge is to improve the precision in the stride length
measurement for enhancing the precision in the frailty assessment through gait parameters.

For computer vision system the main challenge is to refine and improve the identification of daily
activities for future detection of anomalies.

2.4

UC1-P3-Vitality monitor for Indoor/Outdoor activity

2.4.1

Introduction

The vitality and health assessment with aim to improve life quality is based on many parameters
determined from wearable devices to demonstrate new possibilities for the wearable fitness
technology that bring new useful parameters collection and assessment not only for fitness users
but also for athletics and senior care.
The Pilot of Wearable Vitality monitor for Indoor/Outdoor activity was tested on Czech volunteers as
end-users from the ranks of developers and students at BUT in Brno, while ensuring data security
and compliance to GDPR. The testing protocols were validated by the local medical ethical
committee. All data are kept stored anonymous. The preliminary vitality demonstrator will
demonstrate fundamental parameters and preliminary assessment methodology. The activities used
for validation of the demonstrator were: running, walking, biking, and no activity. These activities
have to be recognized to assess correctly all determined parameters that are validated in real
environment.

2.4.2

Pilot Setup and objectives

The department is equipped with laboratory instrumentations on activity monitoring that will help to
calibrate and validate the demonstrator parameters. Our pilot demonstrates the wearable vitality
monitor based on measurement indoor/outdoor activity by newly developed and commercial sensors
and subsequent processing, evaluating, and displaying desired outcomes completely developed for
the demonstrator purpose. The developed technology is focused on a complex evaluation of activity
parameters, recognition of activity, body response and assessment of the vitality. New perspiration
rate sensor was developed for wearable application. Communication BLE platform enables to
connect newly developed and commercial sensors via designed WBAN with smartphone or another
computing device.
Pilot setup for indoor/outdoor scenario can be seen in Figure 47. Devices under the test (Figure 48
of the Pilot consist of: i) Empatica E4 – wrist device including PPG, IMU (wrist) and EDA
measurement; ii) BiosignalsPlux - using inductive respiration sensor in chest strap and IMU (foot)
sensor to simulate smart shoes; iii) Faros 180 - ECG and IMU (chest) sensor; iv) Perspiration rate
sensor P1 - newly developed wristband provided evaluation of sweat evaporation from skin.
Wristband provided evaluation of sweat evaporation from skin and Smart shoes S1 - IMU
measurement (foot). The sensors included in piloting for validation are: VO2 Master – sensor for
analysis of respiration gases and VO2 analysis, Wahoo Tickr HR chest strap (needed for VO2
Master), SmartPhone IMU and Garmin Forerunner 935 for acquisition of GPS data. All devices are
demonstrated in Figure 49.
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Figure 47: Pilot setup for Indoor/Outdoor activity monitoring

Figure 48: Wearable sensors implemented in demonstrator in the pilot
The pilot and validation of the UC1D3 was placed in facility of Department of Sports at Brno
University of Technology. The validation environments include indoor sport activities (walking, step
test, standing, laying, sitting). The data from all sensors were manually synchronized on the basis of
accelerometer data from these sensors. As a reference for vitality, two tests were done (step test,
rockport test) and the results were processed to obtain recent vitality of the subject.
User will be motivated to accomplish and record his/her daily activity because good physical and
mental health is conditioned by an active lifestyle at any age. User activity is proportional to his/her
vitality and it's keeping in high level is important for health life.
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Figure 49: Pilot demonstration of wearable (on-body) sensors under validation test
The main objective is to demonstrate the possibility of sensing a number of key biological parameters
for the evaluation of health and vitality using smart combination of newly developed and commercial
sensors. Monitoring of athletes, seniors and regular users during physical activities will bring more
information and recommendation how to maintain good vitality.
Data measured in a pilot study will serve not only for validation of designed hardware setup and
vitality estimation algorithms but also for future optimization of whole procedures.

2.4.3

Validation Result Overview

Table 16: UC1-P3- pilot KPI
KPI

BS2.2

Description (short)

Algorithms and SW for
sensor fusion

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

0

1

basic level reached in 1st
cycle

Table 17: UC1-P3 requirements validation status
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No of requirements

Validation Status

Remark

Gateway switching

Partial

Final validation at <2 cycle>

Connection
sensors

Partial

Final validation at <2 cycle>

Validated

Only these parameters: activity recognition, HR,
PR, RR, body response, exertion, and vitality

to

all

Activity parameters
assessment

nd

nd

WBAN architecture

Figure 50: The architecture of the wearable multi-sensor platform (WBAN)
One of the key objectives of the project is to develop an Android application performing data
acquisition from multiple custom and commercially available devices operating in Wireless Body
Area Network (WBAN) (Figure 50) without a need of any other additional applications to capture
data. The Application executes the evaluation and statistics and provides the body performance
values to a user in a user-friendly way and communicate with server implementing several algorithms
and neural networks to analyze acquired signals. Using such approach, we design these modules
of the smart phone application as follows:




Data acquisition Managers for sensors: Empatica E4, BiosignalsPlux, PerspirationRate
sensor and Salinity sensor.
Implementation of Empalink, BiosignalsPlux API, GATT client, to collect data from all sensors
via the Bluetooth technology.
Data storage – the measured and evaluated data needs to be stored in a local database
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Visualization – the evaluated body performance and statistics is shown to a user in form of
graphs and values

Results of activity recognition
The validation of the results of the activity recognition service is performed on the classification of
time-series data acquired from accelerometers. Importantly, this data was not used during the
training phase of artificial intelligence algorithms.
The mobile device collects data acquired from accelerometers and sends them to the activity
recognition API (hereinafter as AR-API). Currently, the data are sent and evaluated in 10 s data
chunks. The process is as follows:


the mobile device sends data in HTTP request body,



AR-API receives data and calls pre-processing method,



a trained machine learning algorithm performs the classification,



AR-API returns result is HTTP response to the mobile device.

The entire pipeline is depicted in the Figure 51.

Figure 51: The architecture of the activity recognition service. The numbers in brackets
represent probability that input data belongs to one of the monitored classes.

The validation results are given in a confusion matrix, see Table 18. Currently, the trained model
reaches up to 82.12 % accuracy on 4 monitored classes (standing - no activity, walking, running and
cycling). The diagonal elements represent correctly predicted activity, while other elements present
misclassified activity. It is obvious that standing is the least successfully classified activity. Moreover,
no activity is the most confused with walking and running, while this activity is practically no confusion
with cycling-type activity. This can be explained by similar patterns found in data obtained from
accelerometers, for standing, walking and running activities. From Table 19 containing the accuracy
metrics of ML model for each class, it is clear that the performance of the model is significantly
reduced due to the inability to classify the standing activity - F1 score reaches only 0.4242.

Table 18: Validation confusion matrix
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Table 19: Precision, recall and F1-score for each class.
Class

Precision [ - ]

Recall [ - ]

F1-score [ - ]

Standing

0.5000

0.3684

0.4242

Walking

0.8924

0.7833

0.8343

Running

0.7738

0.9194

0.8403

Cycling

0.8836

0.9176

0.9003

Results of heart rate determination
The heart rate was determined from the ECG signal recorded by the Faros device. QRS complexes
were detected by a fully automatic detector. Heart rate can be calculated using the size of the R-R
(R peak to R peak) interval at any time. The course of the heart rate can be seen in Figure 52: Trends
of VO2 (upper picture), heart rate measured from TICKR (middle picture) and estimated HR from
ECG signal measured by Faros device (lower picture).at the same time as the other signals.
The trend of HR estimation from Faros can be compared with the HR measured using the TICKR
7425 device and VO2 measured with VO2 Master 443 device. All three signals are shown in Figure
53: Heart rate signals: TICKR (reference) in blue, estimated by us from ECG in red.Figure 53. It can
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be seen that the trends of HR estimated from Faros device is very similar to HR from TICKR and
also VO2. The detail comparison of HR is in Figure 54, where the trend and values of HR estimated
by us from the ECG signal measured by Faros device (red line) highly correlate with HR signal from
TICKR device (blue line). Thus we validated that our HR estimate is accurate and will be further
used. However, the sharp impulses of incorrect values has to be corrected sufficiently using median
filter.

Figure 52: Trends of VO2 (upper picture), heart rate measured from TICKR (middle picture) and
estimated HR from ECG signal measured by Faros device (lower picture).

Figure 53: Heart rate signals: TICKR (reference) in blue, estimated by us from ECG in red.
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Results of perspiration rate determination
Perspiration rate (PR) was measured from our newly developed device, which is placed on the wrist.
An example of PR signal is shown in Figure 54 (in blue). In red colour, beginnings and ends of
various activities are marked. This signal varies subject by subject. However, we can see and
described some general features. The signal has some delay against the activity. There is long
stabilization at the beginning because the devise has to accommodate to the skin temperature
therefore PR rising during no-activity is possible. Range of 5-10 g/m2•h is confirmed in case of no
activity that is base line. During or after high exertion activities (e.g. step test is significant), the values
of the PR rise more than 100 s after activity due to delay in metabolic process. During relaxation or
low exertion activities, the values of the PR fall. It takes some time the signal fall to the baseline.
Moreover, e.g. mental stress influences the PR as well (which is difficult to measure). The resulting
signal is a combination of those effects and thus the PR signal is useful for long-time measurements.
To interpret the signal at the moment, we should know the history of measurement (it is necessary
to interpret this signal relatively).

Figure 54: Perspiration rate (PR) signal (in blue) with marked beginnings and ends of various
activities (in red).
The following screenshots depicts real-time data streamed from the PR sensor into the demonstrator
(smartphone application) Figure 55 show output from developed Perspiration Rate sensor tested
when not mounted on a wrist / sit / walking activity.
The results show that the real-time values are less than values from the previous measurements for
the walking activity. The discrepancy is mainly caused by the fact that the devices are not the same;
moreover, the device for the overall measurement has sensors with the gap of 11.25 mm and the
other has the gap of 6 mm. The calibration of the sensor device will be investigated and implemented
in the next phase. The PR below 0 for no activity means accumulated vapors on the walls of the
chamber then the vapor flux seems negative. It should be avoided and displayed with zero value.
Results of body response and physical exertion assessment
The body response was evaluated using the Borg scale. The value of exertion was determined
according to a standardly used and accepted metric of metabolic equivalent (MET). According to the
MET value, the activities and their speed were divided into 5 final categories (exertion classes), see
Figure 56. The activities performed in one of our measurement protocols were classified according
to MET as follows. Rest activities (sitting, laying and standing) were included in exertion class 1;
walking test was included in exertion class 3; and step test was included in exertion class 4. The
speed of the step test was the same for all subjects. The speed of the walking test was not measured
and this activity was included in the same exertion class in all subjects. Speed measurement using
GPS data will be added for further measurements.
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Figure 55: Acquired data from PerspirationRate Sensor comprising
perspiration rate and temperature measurement when not
mounted on a wrist / sit / walking
An example of body response determined by our algorithm and the exertion class of the performed
activity for sitting, step test, lying, standing, and walking test activities is shown in Figure 56 and
Figure 57.

Figure 56: Metabolic equivalent in relation to the type and speed of activity
performed.
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Figure 57: The body's response to the performed activity, determined by our algorithm (blue curve)
and the exertion class of the performed activity (red class). The vitality class of this person is
Normal.

Figure 58: The body's response to the performed activity, determined by our algorithm (blue curve)
and the exertion class of the performed activity (red class). The vitality class of this person is High.
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Results of vitality assessment
Vitality was evaluated by our algorithm on 9 persons. Vitality was assessed by analyzing the body's
response during the measurement protocol mentioned above (sitting, step test, lying, standing, and
walking test). Vitality was determined as follows: 1. Activities that lasted less than 30 s were
excluded; 2. If there was any activity in the record falling into a exertion class higher than 1, then
signal sections with exertion class 1 were excluded from the analysis; 3. Vitality was evaluated
separately for each exertion class, final vitality for each exertion class was calculated as majority
vitality over time; 4. The final vitality value was determined as the median value of the vitalities
calculated for each exertion class. Thus, the record in Figure 57was assigned the vitality "Normal"
and the record in Figure 58 was assigned the vitality "High".
The reference value of a person's vitality was determined using a walking test. Table 20 to Table 21
contain confusion matrices for different ways of determining vitality reference values.
Table 20 uses the reference vitality determined by the internationally accepted method for estimation
of VO2max using the Rockport walking test and for subsequent determination of the vitality class [1].
Table 21 uses another commonly used method for estimation of VO2max from the Rockport walking
test and for subsequent determination of the vitality class [2].
From both tables, it is clear that our algorithm is able to approximately correctly determine the vitality
of a person. A rigorous evaluation of success rate is not possible because different authors in the
literature use different metrics and there is no gold standard for determining vitality against which
our algorithm could be directly compared.
Table 20: Confusion matrix for vitality estimated using our software and reference vitality value
calculated using the method [1].

Estimated
vitality

Low
Normal
Medium
High
Expert

Low
1
2
0
0
0

Reference vitality class
Fair
Average
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
1

Good
0
0
0
1
0

Table 21: Confusion matrix for vitality estimated using our software and reference vitality value
calculated using the method [2].

Estimated
vitality

Low
Normal
Medium
High
Expert

Below average
1
0
0
0
0

Reference vitality class
Average
Above average
0
0
2
1
1
2
0
1
0
0

Superior
0
0
0
0
1

The validation is also demonstrated by screenshot of the developed Android application. The Figure
Figure 59 shows that Android Application for multimodal acquisition is able to capture data from
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selected device’s sensor. In this case Figure 59 depicts output of BiosignalsPlux accelerometer and
Respiratory inductive plethysmography (RIP) sensors for activity walking, running, and cycling in
order from top to bottom. The captured data are in a raw form. The first and the second picture
(running and walking activity) shows corresponding signals captured by Android application and
measured signals stored directly in the device. The third picture (cycling activity) illustrate how raw
accelerometer and RIP data differ from previous two activities.

Figure 59: Acquired data from BiosignalsPlux accelerometer (IMU) placed in right shoe and
respiration (RIP) sensors (running, walking, and cycling respectively)
The BLE router Gateway validation results
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The pilot has been performed in the fit centrum with different fitness equipment (Figure 60). The two
gateways have been attached to the metal construction by magnetic holders. The gateway is shown
on the picture in a red circle. The distance between the gateways has been about 20 m. Two
sportsmen have been equipped with chest heard rate sensors and one wrist sensor for data
verification. The data from sensors have been received by router and then encrypted has been sent
via Internet connection to the cloud Azure and stored there. The data have been continuously
visualised on the PC laptop. The sportsmen performed about four duty cycles with release between
them. The hard rate changes are shown on the graph. The sportsmen have changed the fitness
equipment on different places and changed the distance up to 10 m to the routers.

Figure 60: Gateway validation in fit center
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Figure 61: Sensor data stream received via gateway
During the test the distance of sensors from routers has changed several times. The maximum tested
distance was 10 m. The gateway received all sent data. No data lost was recognised. The
sportsman's activity did not disturb the communication (Figure 61).
When sportsman moved from one equipment which was nearer to the first gateway to another
equipment, which was closer to the second gateway the communication with fist router stopped and
continued with second router. Such a change has been during the test performed several times. The
data capture was performed continuously without any interruption.
When sportsmen have been both closer to one router the communication was established for both
sensors through one router. The communication has been fluent in this situation too.
2.4.4

Validation summary

The pilot application for indoor/outdoor monitoring using demonstrator D3 was validated at Brno
University of Technology and fit center in Prague. Data were transferred via BLE communication to
gateway, processed and displayed using android application. Calculated parameters were validated
and compared on volunteers with different vitality. All parameters demonstrate correct value with
small uncertainties. The optimization on more data is necessary. The issues were identified and will
be solved in 2nd cycle

2.4.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

During the implementation and validation, some problems appeared:


Empatica – during the validation of the Empatica sensor measurement, the connection between
the sensor and the smartphone (using the official communication libraries) outages occurred.
The frequency of such events severely disrupts the measurement. These outages occurred
especially in phases of high physical activity. Moreover, the measured values in these phases
were very diverse compared to the reference measuring (e.g. using Faros 180 device and own
processing of measured signals). Based on the problems, another solution needs to be selected
(the possible solution is to implement another device, e.g., smartwatch Samsung or Garmin).
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Activity Recognition server – the server was implemented based on the measured data to provide
estimation of the activity from sensor data (BiosignalPlux, Empatica, Faros). Also, the connector
for the mobile application was implemented and the chain (sensor, smartphone, server) was
working. During the testing phase, however, the measured frequency (gathering measured data
from sensor) seemed to be not sufficient to cooperate with the cloud algorithms. Based on the
scrutiny, the measuring frequency cannot be much higher in this use case (the smartphone
application reads the measured data by single value using Bluetooth communication channel,
which is, moreover, mostly proprietary). As the solution, the cloud algorithms need to be updated
to support lower frequency of the input value and the measuring frequency could be slightly
increased when the mobile app architecture is updated.



Heart Rate Evaluation server – the server was implemented based on the measured data to
evaluate the heart rate based on the sensor data (Faros 180). The server consists of the scripts
comprising the evaluation algorithms created using Matlab environment and the REST API
created using Matlab providing the web standard interface. The connection with the mobile app
was established, however, the Faros device has not been implemented yet, thus, the chain has
not been validated.

2.5
2.5.1

UC1-P4-Feasibility Sleep monitoring
Introduction

The gold standard in monitoring sleep is polysomnography (PSG). PSG is widely used in clinical
practice, but it has some drawbacks. During a PSG, many wired sensors are used to measure
multiple (vital) signs (e.g., Heart rate, Respiration rate, body movements). These wired sensors
influence the actual sleep quality and therefore result in a less representative assessment of sleep.
Within this pilot (UC1-P4-Sleep monitoring), the technical feasibility of the sleep monitoring
demonstrator will be evaluated.
The demonstrator is developed by VTT and uses millimetre wave radar to unobtrusively estimate
(vital) signs for the monitoring and assessment of sleep. The FMCW 60 GHz radar (Frequency
Modulated Continues Wave) is tracking the body motion and estimates physiological signals such
as: heart rate and respiration rate, all extracted from the detected micromotion of the skin surface.
The VTT radar enables 2D imaging of the target space, using 8 transmit and 8 receiving antennas
to provide 64 virtual channels. The radar is normally placed high at the roof measuring the sleeping
subject from above, and it enables tracking body and limb motion approximately with 6 cm spatial
resolution. Sampling rate is 110 Hz for measuring heart rate and respiratory motion also.
The main objective of the first pilot is: To evaluate the technical feasibility of radar based contactless
measuring of (vital) body signals (e.g., heart rate, respiratory effort, head/body movement) in sleep
disordered subjects, by comparing these parameters with simultaneously recorded parameters
measured with a conventional polysomnography system (gold standard).
VTT is responsible for providing the FMCW radar device, application, and further development of
the data processing algorithms. The pilot location is Sleep medicine centre Kempenhaeghe, Heeze,
The Netherlands. Kempenhaeghe is responsible for the feasibility testing of the demonstrator in a
real-life clinical setting.
Following figure shows the architecture design of the FMCW radar sleep monitoring application. The
left side of the figure shows the on-line processing part, and the right hand side shows the actual
sleep modelling, which is done as off-line analysis.
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Figure 62: FMCW radar sleep monitoring architecture.

The initial measurement data is processed with on-line processing stages to enable storing of
reduced data and to provide input for the final off-line sleep modelling. The intermediate signals and
features are stored in corresponding datafiles to compare and validate different approaches and
algorithm versions. Note, that the reference PSG recording provides validation signals in different
levels of the processing; firstly, the time intensive heart beat or respiration cycles, secondly random
events like occasional limb movements or snoring, finally to the time epoch averaged sleep staging.
For the latter, the radar input for the mental state is merely based on the heart rate variability (HRV),
as the reference sleep staging will be based on the EEG-recorded signal analysis.
2.5.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

The pilots of this demonstrator take place in Sleep medicine centre Kempenhaeghe, Heeze, The
Netherlands (“Kempenhaeghe”). Kempenhaeghe, located in the south of the Netherlands, is a
tertiary referral hospital and focusses on the clinical assessment and treatment of sleep disordered
patients. The technical feasibility testing of the demonstrator will take place in parallel to clinical
nocturnal recordings in patients who suspected to have a sleep disorder.
The demonstrator recording will be performed in the sleep laboratory alongside the
polysomnographic (PSG) recording as gold standard and reference for the validation of the
demonstrator’s assessed vital signs. The radar shall be set in a fixed position, above the amplifier of
the PSG system, at the sleep room to view the whole bed mattress area of the patient (see Figure
below). The demonstrator itself is a grey box, sizes: 250mm, x180mm x 50mm, that contains the
radar device. The FMCW 60 GHz radar device provides 2D mapped image from which the motion
can be tracked for different parts of the body and limbs. The radar is controlled with local PC at
another room using an Ethernet cable connection. The radar data is stored at the local PC and the
analysis shall be done off-line during the first project cycle.
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Figure 63: Sleep room at Sleep medicine centre Kempenhaeghe.
All patients will be recruited at Sleep Medicine Centre Kempenhaeghe among patients who are
suspected for sleep disorders and who undergo a PSG as part of the standard diagnostic process.
Figure 63 just above the bed is the amplifier of the PSG system (in the wall integrated). The radar is
placed close to the roof at the left side wall, on top of the head side of the bed, marked with dashed
red circle at the picture. Patients will receive information about the study and the NextPerceptionDemonstrator measurement setup. Within this observational study, we will ask the patients to add
the demonstrator to the standard diagnostic process. As the demonstrator is completely contactless,
it is expected to be minimally obtrusive. The study requires no extra visits for the patient outside their
regular care. Consequently, this study comprises no extra burden for the patient. All participants
signed written informed consent before participating.
The study protocol has been evaluated by the local medical ethical committee. This committee
declared that the planned pilot is not subject to the Dutch Medical Research Involving Human
Subjects Act (WMO). The committee stated that by design, the feasibility testing of the demonstrator
alongside daily clinical practice does not infringe the physical and/or psychological integrity of the
patients.
Measurements started September 2021. Planning is to include at least 20 patients for the technical
feasibility testing of the demonstrator. Results of this pilot will be used to further improve the
demonstrator and to develop advanced data processing techniques needed for the automated
monitoring of patients’ sleep.
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2.5.3

Validation Result Overview

The key results KR1.1 for the FMCW radar physiological parameters measurements contain the
following KPI’s.
Table 22: UC1-P4- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level
Initial

reached

remark

BS1.1
KR1.1

Physiological parameter
measurement

0

1

Radar
sampling
provides
sufficient
accuracy for HR and
Respiration.

BS3.1
KR2.2

Proactive monitoring of
sleeping subject

0

1

Heart rate variability
analysis

Table 23: UC1-P4 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
Status

0

Complete

3

Partial

0

Pending

Remark

Final validation during 2nd cycle

The first technical KPI was to have about 100 Hz sampling rate with radar to enable heart beat
extraction with sufficient accuracy. This has been succeeded for all 15 overnight recordings
measured so far.
The following target values relate to the measurement accuracy of the radar, and those are given in
the next table for the heart rate and respiration rate. Only after the polysomnography (PSG)
evaluation is completely finalized, the data will be available to validate the radar measurements.
Currently, PSG of four subjects were available with the reference sleep laboratory PSG analysis.
Table 24: UC1D4 Sleep pilot radar accuracy with the four first subjects. The averaged percentage
mean absolute error (MAE) is shown. Last row shows improved accuracy with initial artefact
removal, using radar based motion activity signal.
subject ID

reference
duration

heart
rate heart
rate respiration
MAE 10sec
MAE 60sec
MAE 60sec

Coverage
10 sec
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NP_1

9h04m

5.2%

3.4%

12.9%

99.2%

NP_2

9h13m

5.4%

4.6%

4.0%

100.0%

NP_3

9h19m

9.2%

9.5%

4.3%

98.7%

NP_4

9h33m

5.3%

5.2%

4.4%

99.9%

total
N=4 average
average
subjects
9 hours / night 6.3 %

average
5.7 %

average
6.4 %

average
99.45%

Total
with average
improved
arterfact
9 hours / night MAE
removal
3.7%

improved
MAE
3.6 %

improved
MAE
4.4 %

Dropped
coverage
80.0%

at

For calculating the measurement error, the heart rate and respiration are firstly smoothed with similar
hanning window for both radar and reference signals. In Table 25, the heart rate is compared firstly
with a 10 seconds long smoothing window, and then a comparison with a 60 seconds long smoothing
window is shown for both heart rate and respiration rate. The coverage reading is taken from the
heart rate 10 seconds long smoothing window analysis, meaning that periods with less than 50%
data within each 10 seconds long time window are discarded.
This result is initial as it is calculated to the first four nights with the PSG reference, while the total
expected number shall be 20. In addition, the methods for the vital signs' extraction shall be
improved. The subjects motion activity signal from the radar is applied to mask out the non-reliable
heart rate and respiration samples, which shall improve the overall accuracy but decrease the
coverage. The last row of the table shows that with initial artefact removal based on the radar motion
activity measurement, the accuracy improved at about 4% level, while the coverage was dropped
down to 80% in average.
Target values for the heart rate accuracy is 4% and coverage 60%, and for the respiration rate the
target values are: accuracy 10% and coverage 80%. Based on the initial results, these shall be most
probably reached by using the automatic motion artefact removal. The artefact removal shall need
some adaptive thresholding approach because of the large interpersonal variability between the
subjects.
Following Figures show comparisons between the radar and reference PSG signals. Firstly, an
overnight sleep of the subject NP_4 is shown. The uppermost frame shows PSG sleep posture and
the average signal amplitude of the radar (latter is not in scale). The reference sleep posture is
measured with 3D accelerometer at thorax. The radar signal strength is clearly dependent on the
sleep posture, and for this case sleeping on the back seems to give the strongest radar signal.
However, the sleep posture estimation shall be derived from the radar 2D-map in the future. The
second frame shows the heart rate; reference PSG is calculated from the ECG R-R interval, and the
radar is calculated with FFT-methods at the thorax area position. The bottom frame shows similar
comparison of the respiration rate signals.
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Figure 64: Reference signals with black colour and radar measurements with red coloured signal
for an overnight sleep recording of the subject NP_4.
Following Figure shows about a half an hour period for subject NP_1 with some periodic motion
artefacts. The uppermost graph shows the reference PSG motion as an average between a number
of EMG signals placed at different positions, compared with the radar motion signal, which is
calculated as smoothed variance over the body area. The rapid motion artefact with about one
minute repetition period is visible in both PSG and radar signals. The heart rate at the middle graph
increase during the motion artefact. The lowermost graph shows that the radar derived respiration
rate follows the average respiration rate while the PSG shows also rapid artefacts on the respiration.
The cause for the artefacts could be e.g. obtrusive respiratory apnoea, and the sensitivity of the
radar for detailed analysis of these shall be studied further.

Figure 65: Reference signals with black and radar measurements with red signal during periodic
motion artefacts of the subject NP_1.
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Following Figure shows another case of artefacts, in this case related to the cardiac arrhythmia. The
radar heart rate at the middle graph can track only part of the arrhythmias, but we might still be able
to derive relative index for the arrhythmia prevalence from those. In the lowermost graph the radar
shows an average respiration rate while the reference PSG shows more rapid variation in the
respiration. Note, that in the previous results table the respiration rate accuracy for this subject was
only about 13 % MAE, while for the other three subjects the accuracy was about 4 % - 5 % MAE.

Figure 66: Reference signals with black and radar measurements with red signal of the subject
NP_3. The middle graph shows cardiac arrhythmia, and the heart rate varies strongly between 60
bpm and 90 bpm levels.

2.5.4

Validation summary

Initial analysis for the UC1D4 sleep demonstrator was presented. Currently, data of four subjects
were available with both radar and reference PSG analysis. All together 15 subjects have been
recorded with radar so far, and the sleep laboratory reference PSG analysis is ongoing. Final
validation with radar and reference data shall include in total 20 subjects to provide reliable statistics
for the performance of the radar on sleep analysis.
The measurement accuracy for heart rate and respiration rate was about 6% and showed strong
interpersonal variation, as expected. The measurement accuracy is expected to improve, after an
automatic method for masking out the incorrect values during strong motion artefacts has been
applied, but this shall somewhat reduce the overall measurement coverage at the same.
2.5.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

This pilot will focus during the project's second cycle on the assessment of sleep and classification
of sleep disorders, using the automatic analysis methods selected and developed based on the first
cycle demonstrator.
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2.6
2.6.1

UC1-P5-Episodic Health Monitoring
Introduction

The aim of this demonstrator is to 1) design, implement and test a multichannel measurement
environment which can be used to monitor the health status and frailty in elderly people; and 2)
investigate and validate the feasibility by comparing the Health Gate data to medical reports and
evaluations done by medical professionals. In the first cycle, discussed in this report, the first aim is
relevant. The setup and protocol of the second cycle will be designed based on the experiments
from the first phase and described in later project deliverables.
The study plan went through ethical evaluation by The Research Ethics Committee of the Northern
Savo Hospital District and got a research permission from the City of Kuopio. The demonstrator was
first built and tested at VTT facilities at Tampere and then set up in an assisted care facility
Mäntykampus (Kuopio, Finland; operated by the City of Kuopio https://www.kuopio.fi/en/-active-andhealthy-ageing). The Health Gate was tested by measuring four researchers and nine elderly
volunteers recruited from Mäntykampus residents. The system was then left for free use for a threeweek period at Mäntykampus.
The data were and will be used for implementing, testing, and tuning the different steps of the
process: signal detection, data connectivity, signal analysis, parameter extraction and health status
estimation. We also collected user experiences from the nurses and participants to improve the
technical usability, safety as well as acceptability and attractiveness of the measurement system.
2.6.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

The Health Gate is constructed around a chair, which is placed in the recreational shared area. The
user sits in the chair regularly while her vital signals and behaviour are monitored by remote sensors
(radar, optical and thermal video cameras) and a weight-sensing mat with six sensors. Figure 12. In
piloting phase, a set of wearable sensors is used to collect reference data.

Figure 67: A setup for remote monitoring.
The armchair in Figure 12 is the key element: good quality vital sign signals can be acquired while
seated and on the other hand, getting in and out of the chair works as a task during which
performance is recorded and parameters indicating agility and frailty are computed. In the testing
phase, also wearable sensors will be used.
The devices in the 1st cycle pilot are listed in Table 2. All devices excluding the radar used are
commercially available, and they are CE marked for monitoring humans in a safely manner. Both
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radars, operating at 60 GHz and 24 GHz, are built by VTT and the technical specifications for e.g.
transmission power are within the regulative limits for devices allowed in airplanes and similar
restricted environments. This limit ensures the personal safety as well, since the threshold for
bioeffects – predominantly heating, at the frequency range used – is decades higher than that for
electrical interferences.
Table 25: List of monitoring devices and parameters derived in Phase 1.
Sensor
R60: FMCW 60 GHz Radar

Parameters
heart rate (variability),
breathing,
micro
movements,
macro
movement, 2D mapped
image

R24: FMCW 24 GHz Radar

(same as above but no
image)

SEFO: seat foil sensor

heart rate (variability),
breathing,
motion
activity while seated

Video camera

Face, motion

Depth camera

Movement

Weight sensor

weight of the person,
dynamic
weight
distribution
Heart rate, breathing,
acceleration

Wearable sensors
Electrode-based sensors

ECG,
acceleration

movement,

Information
Physiological status (HR, BR), degree of
stress/arousal, restlessness (small-scale
movements), dynamics of getting on/off the
chair
-->
agility,
frailty
Technology is explained at section “UC1D4
Sleep monitoring pilot”
(same
as
above)
Technology is explained at section “UC2D2
Driver monitoring pilot”
Physiological status (HR, BR), degree of
stress/arousal, dynamics of getting on/off
the
chair
SEFO is based on eLive VitalTracker™ sensor
Identification, gait characteristics, dynamics
of getting on/off the chair --> agility, frailty
Reference data for the movement analysis,
using Microsoft Kinect™
Weight loss/gain --> odema, dietary issues.
Dynamics of getting on/off the chair -->
agility, frailty
reference data for validation of remote
technologies. This was mainly based on
Movensense™ strap on middle body and
both left and right legs.

The data collection for weight was always active. For practical reasons, the radar, Kinect and seat
sensor acquisition was triggered via weight change: an increase of 20 kg or more on the platform
was required, which corresponds to someone entering the platform and likely to sit down. The
acquisition was disabled after 10 minutes. For the controlled tests, the system was in manual
acquisition mode for the whole duration of the protocol. Wearable sensors were used only in
controlled tests.
Nine elderly test persons were recruited for the controlled tests. The pre-tests included interview of
the background information, short physical performance battery (SPPB, five times sit-to-stand, 4m
walking time, tandem stance), Timed up and go (TUG) -test, 10 m walking time and hand grip
strength. After the pre-tests, the participants were guided to the Health Gate for a protocol including:
5 m walk away from the monitoring station and back, 5 minutes sitting in the chair, 5 m walk repeated,
3 min sitting, and finally one stand-up and sit-down. In total, the whole protocol took about 25
minutes.
During the pre-tests, only Movesense HR+ sensors (Suunto, Finland), attached to both ankles and
chest, were used to measure 3D acceleration and heart rate (chest only). For the protocol at Heath
Gate, all measurements (Movesense sensors, 60 and 24 GHz radars, Kinect video, depth and
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infrared, seat sensor and weight measurement) were involved. Movesense data were acquired using
a mobile phone and the other signals were collected onto the acquisition pc.

Figure 68: The remote monitoring setup and data
collection use for three weeks in Mäntykampus.
The remote monitoring setup and data collection was arranged in a closed cabinet with openings cut
in the doors for the radars and the Kinect system. The locked cabinet was necessary as the setup
was in independent use for three weeks in Mäntykampus.
The chair with seat sensor (Figure 69), fixed onto a weight-sensing platform. The signals from the
weight sensors (six, underneath the platform) are collected and integrated in the unit shown, which
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Figure 69: The chair with seat sensor, fixed onto a weight-sensing
platform.
also displays the net weight in real time. Weight calibration was done using a 20-kg kettlebell
positioned in twelve pre-defined locations on the platform
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Figure 70: A participant during the 5-minute “sit still” period. All
residents of Mäntykampus have consented to being
photographed in research and living lab test projects
2.6.3

Validation Result Overview

Table 26: UC1-P5- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level
Initial

reached

remark

BS1.1

Radar physiological signal
measurement

0

1

HR and BR
seated in chair

when

BS3.1

Physiological parameter
monitoring (HRV)

0

0

HRV measurement of
seated person not yet
calculated
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BS3.2

Motion
&
monitoring

BS3.3

Identification

behaviour

0

0

Data collected for gait
analysis, not analysed
yet

0

0

Data collected, not yet
implemented

Table 27: UC1-P5 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
Status

Remark

4

Complete

Physiological parameter and movement
measurement by radar in HealthGate

0

Partial

15

Pending

HRV, gait, identification and other higher level
objectives

Vital sign monitoring by FMCW radar
Table 28: UC1D4 HealthGate vital signs accuracy as averaged percentage mean absolute error
(MAE).

For calculating the measurement error, the heart rate and respiration are first smoothed with a similar
Hanning window for both radar and reference signals. The heart rate is compared first with a 10
seconds long smoothing window, and then a comparison with a 60 seconds long smoothing window
is shown for both heart rate and respiration rate.
The table shows high interpersonal variation for the measurement accuracy. However, for the heart
rate, the seat foil sensor ‘SEFO’ is clearly more accurate than the 60GHz radar (‘R60’) or 24 GHz
radar (‘R24’). For the respiration rate the radars shows better accuracy than the seat foil sensor.
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Following Figure shows example signal trends for the CTRL_2 subject. The heart rate signals in the
middle frame and respiration rate in the bottom frame shows the selected time period for the
accuracy comparison, altogether about 500 seconds.

Figure 71: UC1D5 HealthGate measured signals for the subject CTRL_2. Uppermost graph shows
motion activity, middle graph shows heart rate and bottom graph respiration rate. Black colour is
for the reference Movesense strap, green colour for the 60GHz radar, blue colour for 24GHz radar,
and red colour is for the seat foil sensor SEFO.

For the case of the CTRL_2 in the previous Figure, the heart rate accuracy in the middle frame is
much better at the latter period after 400 seconds than during the first period. Based on the video
reference, the subject was quite actively joining the discussions during the first period, while in the
second period she was sitting still and relaxed. The strong respiratory induced heart rate variability
in the latter period is tracked nicely both with ‘r60’ and ‘sefo’ sensors.
Following Figure shows the same CTRL_2 subject while seated, at 370 seconds, and while walking
at the corridor, at 387 seconds.
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Figure 72: UC1D5 HealthGate demonstrator video images for the subject CTRL_2 while seated
and while walking in the corridor. The left-hand side frames show Kinect depth images, with colour
coding showing the distance from the camera. The right hand side frames show the VTT 60GHz
radar (R60) 2D mapped range images. The horizontal axis is the angle bin, and the vertical axis is
the distance, not in scale. The colour shows the received radar signal intensity.
The R60 radar image maps are with Cartesian coordinates axis, i.e. the width of the area in short
distance is much less than in the far distance. The distance bin shows the actual distance linearly
within the range from 1.0 meters up to 7.0 meters.
Mobility assessment with weighing platform and chair
The chair was bolted to a weight-sensing platform, which tracked the centre of gravity for the person
standing or seated on the platform. The x-y position could subsequently be utilised to assess how
fast the person was getting up from the chair and off the platform. We used the pilot to collect
movement data while getting up from the chair, compare it to a variety of other mobility
measurements and assess its feasibility as partial indicator of frailty.
In our analysis we took the y-coordinate, which corresponds to the axis perpendicular to the back of
the chair. A seated person had their centre of gravity at around 30 cm, while it was approximately
50 cm when the person stood in front of the chair. The moment of leaving the platform was easily
determined by the total weight decreasing to zero, but could happen either from the side or on the
far end (y-coordinate ranges from 60 to 90).
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Our analysis first determines the moment when the person gets up from the increased y-coordinate
deviation from the seated position. A few parameters were calculated from the increasing ycoordinate from get-up time until leaving the platform:




getup time – The time from getting up until the 50 cm mark is reached
stepdown time – The time from getting up until the platform is left
slope (lm-coeff) – The slope of a regression line fitted to the y-coordinate curve during getting
up (i.e. until the 50 cm mark is reached).

Figure 73: Y-coordinate tracking while getting up for 9 pilot participants
As shown in Figure 73, there was a clear difference in the speed of the participants to get up out of
the chair. On the left-hand side, three persons were rather fast, and both the slope is steep and the
time until the 50 cm mark and the platform edge were reached was short. Other participants needed
considerably more time.
While the number of tests and participants is too small to derive any statistically significant validation
of this approach, we did test the correlations of the three measures to a number of mobility related
test results. Some tests were done with the participants as part of the pilot (hand force, tandem
stance, timed-up-and-go, 5xgetting up, 4m and 10m walks), which were used to calculate SPPB
scores. Other measures were provided based on the patient information (mobility, situp, hours of
active mobility, RAVA index and RAVA mobility).
Figure 74 shows the correlation matrix heatmap for the three weight sensing platform parameters
(lm_coef, getup_time and stepdown_time, last rows and columns) and other mobility related
parameters. Based on this initial review, the stepdown time provides the best correlations,
particularly with situp, RAVA mobility, walking speed and SPPB indices. The getup time and slope
also provide indicators, but their correlations are weaker.
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Figure 74: Heatmap showing the correlation matrix of mobility parameters
2.6.4

Validation summary

Heart rate and respiration rate were compared against the reference with seven test subjects. The
seat foil sensor SEFO showed best accuracy for the heart rate, about 6% MAE, while both radars
had about 10%-13% of MAE. However, for the respiration rate the radars gave better accuracy than
the SEFO. This is quite reasonable: firstly, for the heart rate tracking, the radars are very sensitive
for the external motion artefacts, e.g. hands movements, while the seat foil sensor might be quite
robust on these. Secondly, the radars have better sensitivity on the respiratory motion at the middle
body than the seat foil sensor measuring the pressing force of the subject.
The VTT 60GHz radar 2D mapped range images have been compared with the reference depth
camera, and the subject motion can be tracked while walking or getting seated. The motion tracking
shall be developed further for tracking of the walking performance.
The weighing platform data analysis showed promising results with respect to provide a mobility
indicator, which could be used as part of the elderly functional ability assessment. The sparse data
does not allow for proper accuracy estimates due to the few measurements done.
2.6.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

The nurses and participants were informally interviewed about the acceptability and practical aspects
of this type of measurement and the implementation. The staff found the system very welcome and
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interesting. Already the easy weight measurement is desirable as the residents sometimes refuse to
use an ordinary scale. The possibility of monitoring weight and physiological signals was seen as a
significant improvement – if the data is easily accessible and in a visually clear format. The
participants found the platform edge (about one inch from floor level, marked with high-contrast tape)
too high and visually hard to notice, which is a potential safety issue and must be addressed in the
next prototype. The armrests are absolutely necessary for this user group: most need them to stand
up from the chair and for support when moving on to their rollator. The participants did not report
skeptical opinions about the setup or the idea of being monitored in this way. In conclusion, the
approach appears to be both necessary and acceptable, but some details must be rethought to
improve safety and usability.

2.7
2.7.1

UC1-P6 Integral Vitality Monitoring
Introduction

The activities of UC1-P6 will ultimately take place in a new Workplace Vitality Hub (WPVH) located
at a floor of the recently opened High-Tech Campus building in Eindhoven. On June 28th, an
administrative kick-off of the WPVH was held. In the presence of invited guests, partners Fontys,
imec, TNO, TU/e, Twice and HTCE signed the cooperation agreement in the smart office on High
Tech Campus 85.
One of the first pilot in this new building will be the NextPerception UC1-P6-Hospital-Workspace 4.0
pilot based on UWB radar and UWB localization technology. This will happen during the second
cycle of the NextPerception project.
In preparation of this pilot, UWB technology preparation and reference system procurement are
taking place in the first cycle. In this deliverable, the progress and plans of these activities are
described.
2.7.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

The two involved systems for UC1-P6 are an UWB Radar and an UWB localization system. The
radar is an in-house developed 8 GHz UWB radar to monitor activities and vital signs. The
localization system will make use of commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) components, supplemented
with in-house transceiver ICs to monitor ranging, direction finding, and localization.
The following subsections introduce the components in the pilot:
Ground truth reference system
A Vicon motion capture system has been purchased, with eight 2.2 Mpx, 330 fps Vero camera’s.
The system should be able to capture movements of multiple objects with very low latency.
Since we want to use the camera-based motion system as the ‘ground truth’ for UWB localization
measurements [10], the timestamps between the two systems should be shared and synchronized.
The connection, integration, and synchronization of third-party devices with the Vicon system can be
established with a lock lab control box, running lock studio software. The 64-channel analog-digital
converter (ADC) and integrated device connection supported by the lock lab control box, should
enable us to connect COTS and Imec UWB hardware, and to trigger the UWB devices.
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Figure 75: Motion-capture system for accurate ground-truth localization measurements
The camera specifications are:
Table 29: camera specifications
Vicon Vero 2.2 Camera Vero
Family
Model
Resolution (MP)
Max Frame Rate (Hz)
Lens
Minimum Standard FOV (H x V)°
Minimum Wide FOV (H x V)°
Camera Latency
Power
Max Power Consumption
Dimensions (mm) (H x W x D)
Camera: 50 x 50 x 48 mm;
Weight (kg)

v2.2
2.2 (2048 x 1088)
330 @ 2.2MP
6-12 mm Varifocal
44.1 x 23.6 (tele)
98.1 x 50.1 (wide)
3.6 ms
PoE
12W
83 x 80 x 135
0.57

The Vicon system purchase includes Tracker 3.x software. This is an engineering motion capture
software solution, which can be used from robot tracking to human factors engineering, design
method optimization to virtual engineering and previsualization to drones, and more. It combines a
simple and highly functional user interface, real-time data, camera calibration and 3D modeling into
one package. This object-tracking software generates accurate data, that can be integrated into 3D
applications. The Vicon cameras can be used for tracking rigid bodies, accurately streaming 6
degrees of freedom data in real time with very low latency.
To evaluate the Imec and COTS UWB systems in the 2nd cycle of the NextPerception project, we
foresee that the UWB anchors must be aligned to each other in a marked space, for example at the
corners of a rectangle. Each anchor position will be known with the Vicon measured coordinates.
The UWB tags will be placed inside the marked space, and the dynamic moving position of the tag
will be tracked with the Vicon motion capture system.
Table 30: Localization Reference System : main components
Localization Reference System : main components
Partner

HOLST

Description

Ground truth reference system based on motion capture cameras.
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Inputs

8 camera’s streams via PoE+ link box, PoE switch

Outputs

Various data types, Python support, Labview support, Matlab via
the use of .NET.
A Host PC running tracker 3. software.

Device/Gateway

Table 31: Localization Reference System: Interface between UWB localization network and
Reference System
Localization Reference System: Interface between UWB localization network and Reference
System
Partner
HOLST
Description
Inputs

Connectivity unit Vicon lock. Synchronizes the motion capture
cameras with third-party systems (e.g. uwb). Connects to a PoE
switch to which Vicon cameras and the host PC are connected
Third-party devices, PoE switch

Outputs

Synchronization data and/or timestamps

Device/Gateway

Vicon Lock Lab control box

UWB COTS
The first experiments are done, with a new open source hardware platform, Wi-PoS, for precise
UWB localization based on Decawave’s DW1000 UWB transceiver with several unique features [9]:
support of both long-range sub-GHz and 2.4 GHz back-end communication between nodes, flexible
interfacing with external UWB antennas, and an easy implementation of the MAC layer. The MAC
layer will ensure that the tag activates anchor nodes using a low-energy sub-GHz activation beacon
when nearby, but only when the tag actually wants to range with the anchor node and during a small
time slot. As such, anchor nodes remain in a low-power mode most of the time, and only activate
the UWB radio during short timeslots when tags are nearby. When implementing the multitechnology MAC protocol, the anchor requires on average 26 mA in a superframe when it was
selected by the tag, and 3.5 mA when the anchor is in standby mode (not selected for ranging). This
is a factor of five times more energy efficient than existing (”always-RX”) implementations which
requires on average 130 mA. The protocol can be improved by several optimizations to achieve
ranging update rates of up to 372 Hz experimentally and even up to 2892 Hz theoretically when no
hardware dependent delays are taken into account.
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Figure 76: Photograph of the commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) Decawave UWB transceiver,
interfacing with a long-range 900 MHz backbone

Table 32: UWB COTS: Decawave UWB transceiver with long-range sub-GHz backbone
UWB COTS: Decawave UWB transceiver with long-range sub-GHz backbone
Partner

HOLST

Description

UWB system that measures ranging

Inputs

Measurements time-of-flight between several UWB COTS nodes

Outputs

I/Q samples, channel response, ranging info

Device/Gateway

local PC

UWB HOLST Transmitter
The transmitter demonstrator setup is aimed to be a cloud-connected UWB tag localization system,
which aims for 10x longer battery lifetime of the tag, by using a transmit only method: timedifference-of-arrival (TDoA). The first components are ready: the IC and the PCB board.
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Table 33: UWB HOLST Transmitter IC & PCB board [8]
UWB HOLST Transmitter IC & PCB board
Partner

HOLST

Description

28nm UWB transmitter

Input
Output

IC register settings, pre-amples + payload standardized by
IEEE 802.15.4z
BER and PER curves

Device/Gateway

PC - Matlab and LitePoint measurement system

UWB HOLST Radar
The last component that is being developed for UC1-P6 is an 8 GHz UWB FMCW radar [11].

Table 34: UWB HOLST Radar - System
UWB HOLST Radar - System
Partner

HOLST

Description

28nm UWB transmitter

Input

IC register settings, pre-amples + payload standardized by
IEEE 802.15.4z

Output

BER and PER curves

Device/Gateway

PC - Matlab and LitePoint measurement system

To monitor persons activity, including vital signals, an UWB radar is being developed.
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Figure 77: UWB 8 GHz HOLST radar with 1 GHz bandwidth. The low-power SISO system has a
spatial beam scanning capability by sweeping the frequency at the Rampart antennas.

2.7.3

Validation Result Overview

The following 9 WP1 technical requirements will be validated during the pilot. Based on the results
of the pilot, the description and metrics of the requirements will be updated before the second
iteration.
Table 35: Technical requirements for UC1-P6
Req. ID / P6 component
UC1_D1_uwb_4z_
tag_battery_life
P6UWB-HOLSTTransmitter
P6-UWB-COTS
UC1_D1_uwb_4z_
tag_range_accuracy_raw
P6UWB-HOLSTTransmitter
P6-UWB-HOLSTReceiver
P6-UWB-HOLSTTransceiver
P6-UWB-COTS
UC1_D1_uwb_4z_
tag_range_accuracy_ML
P6-UWB-HOLSTTransceiver
P6-UWB-COTS
UC1_D1_uwb_4z_
tag_power_consumption
P6UWB-HOLSTTransmitter
P6-UWB-COTS
UC1_D1_uwb_4z_
direction_finding
P6-UWB-HOLSTTransceiver
P6-UWB-COTS
UC1_D1_uwb_4z_
refresh_rates
P6-UWB-HOLSTTransceiver
P6-UWB-COTS
UC1_D1_uwb_radar_
people_detection
P6- UWB-HOLST-Radar
UC1_D1_uwb_radar_
respiration_detection
P6- UWB-HOLST-Radar
UC1_D1_uwb_radar_
heart_beat_detection
P6- UWB-HOLST-Radar

Description
The tag battery life
should be between 2
- 5 days

Owner
HOLST

Explanation
Too much hassle for the user
when the tag must be charged
often

Raw range accuracy
better than 20 cm

HOLST

Some applications are no longer Distance measurement statistics in
possible with a low range a measurement campaign
accuracy

Machine-learning
enable
range
accuracy better than
10cm

HOLST

More micro location application Distance measurement statistics in
become feasible with a superior a measurement campaign
distance measurement accuracy

To enable a long
battery life-time

HOLST

Too much hassle for the user Measured power consumption in a
when the tag must be charged testbench
often

angle of arrrival
measurement
support

HOLST

Complicated
UWB
anchor AoA accuracy better than 5 degrees
infrastructure is needed without in a measurement campaign
AoA

fast refresh rates to
have a good user
experience

HOLST

Slow updates of the sensor refresh rates up to 10 Hz meausred
information will disturb the user

people movement
detection
(large
movements)

HOLST

a short radar operating range will radar range up to 30 meters
lead to many radar instalments in
buildings

remote vital signs
detection (medium
movements)
remote vital signs
detection
(small
movements)

HOLST

short range of vital sign detection
(medium movements) makes the
radar less attractive
short range of vital sign detection
(small movements) makes the
radar less attractive

HOLST

Metrics
to show that in a high performance
mode the battery can last 2 days,
and in a low performance at least 5
days

medium vital signs movements
detectable 15 meters or beyond
small vital signs movements
detectable 5 meters or beyond

The following key results and objectives are relevant for the UC1-P6 pilot (from the full project
proposal description):
-

Objective 1: “Accurate and unobtrusive sensing of human behaviour and physiological
parameters by means of innovative perception and complementary sensors”, KR1.1 – KR1.3
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-

o

KR1.1: FMCW and UWB radar technologies for remote sensing of physiological
parameters (heart rate, respiration rate) with improved resolution to measure heart
rate variability (HRV).

o

KR1.2: Adjustable FMCW and UWB radar technologies for recognizing multiple
people and observing their behaviour

o

KR1.3: Miniaturised and power optimised UWB radar technologies

Objective 2: “Support proactive decision-making ensuring Health, Wellbeing, and Traffic
Safety by means of predictive analytics and explainable AI”, KR2.3
o

-

KR2.3: Algorithms to perform sensor fusion for reliable monitoring of human
behaviour (UC1, UC2, UC3)

Objective 4: “Demonstration and validation of proactive monitoring solutions in Health and
Wellbeing and Automotive domains, including cross-sector applications”, KR4.1
o

KR4.1: For UC1, Integral Vitality Monitoring, the Continuous Activity Patterns
demonstrator showing timely detection of degenerative diseases from unobtrusive
monitoring of daily life activities/

Targeted beyond-state-of-the-art (BS) are defined in the “Technical KPI” tab in the
“NextPerception_Progress” excel sheet. The relevant BS for UC1-P6 in the category 1 sensors are:
Table 36: Beyond-state-of-the-art (BS) and key results (KR) for UC1-P6 for category 1 sensors
RADAR:
Physiological
parameter
measurement
(KR1.1)

Current accuracy is
sufficient for heart rate
and breathing rate
extraction
in
one
person in rest (0)

Improved sensitivity, specificity
and accuracy of existing sensors
for
monitoring
physiological
parameters; extraction of novel
features beyond their current
capabilities and opening new
application areas in health and
safety monitoring. The FMCW
radar will be able to detect inter
beat intervals (IBI) with an
accuracy that allows heart-rate
variability (HRV) assessment

IBI measurement with sufficient accuracy
to calculate a useful HRV value for stress
and sleep monitoring purposes. Levels:
(1) reliable contactless radar based HR
and breathing, (2) IBI detection allowing
HRV assessment for sleep (3) IBI
detection allowing HRV assessment for
stress

KR1.1

RADAR: Range
and view angle
of
Radars
(KR1.2)

Commercially
deployed radars for
ADAS applications are
long-range
radars
providing a tracked
target-list
for
applications such as
automatic emergency
brake and adaptive
cruise control (0)

A cocoon of radars, addressing
both long and small-to-medium
range providing long range and
360-degree
sensing
(environmental mapping) with
faster update times. . Networked
radars (“imaging” radar) and
sensors
with multiple
RF
modules to achieve the higher
required angular resolution.

Long range (>70m) 360 degree sensing
networked radar solution. Levels: (1)
cocoon of radars for long and small-tomedium range providing 360 deg vision
with mid range < 70m. (2) + with faster
update times. (3) Networked (“imaging”)
radars to achieve angular resolution for
ADAS, long range (>70m) 360 degree
vision.

KR1.2

RADAR: Form
factor and power
management
(KR1.3)

Sensors are bulky and
need frequent battery
change or regular
charging (0)

Improved form factor and
reduced size making sensors
truly unobtrusive. Miniaturised
sensors allow for new uses as
well.
Improved
power
management to achieve optimal,
energy efficient results by careful
cooperation between hardware
and software developers.

Battery operated miniaturised Systemon-a-Chip (SoC) radar sensor. (1)
Improved form factor and reduced size by
30%, (2) + improved power management
below 1 mW. (3) + a die size below 4
mm2, lasting > 1 year on one charge.

KR1.3

RADAR:
Resolution
speed
improvement

Resolution and sample
rate of the radar is
sufficient to accurately
sense position of car or
person but not the
speed (0)

Improved accuracy of radar
allows for accurate speed
detection

Speed detection improvement by a factor
of (1) 1.5, (2) 2, (3) 2.5

BS1.1

BS1.2

BS1.3

BS1.4

&
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RADAR:
Automated and
software defined
operation
(KR1.2)

Current radar solutions
are
specified
for
specific purposes and
switching
needs
manual adjustments or
recalibration (0)

Self-adjusted instead of userdefined. Very fast switching
among parameters (e.g. car
versus pedestrian recognition or
room
vs
single
person).
Reconfigurable antennas instead
of
fixed
antenna
pattern;
combination of narrow-beam and
wide-beam scanning

Dynamically adjusting radar; s context
adaptive switching for non-critical
scenarios (e.g. sleeping, walking, lying
down in home situation) with low
detection time seconds, and for fast
critical
situations
detection
(e.g.
pedestrians versus vehicle detection).
Levels: change time / scenario detection
time (1) < 1s / 10s (2) < 100ms / 5s, (3) <
20 ms / 3s

BS1.5

KR1.2

The relevant BS for UC1-P6 in the category 2 distributed intelligence are:
Table 37: Beyond-state-of-the-art (BS) and key results (KR) for UC1-P6 for category 2 distributed
intelligence
Sensor
data
fusion &
predictive
model
building
(KR2.2,
KR2.3,
KR2.4)

BS2.2

Sensor data fusion is
using
feature-based
methods in which a
feature
vector
is
mapped to a feature
space to identify the
target (0).
Popular
pattern
recognition
includes
neural
networks,
statistical
classifiers, and SVMs.
Nevertheless, it is still
necessary to devote
research
effort
to
create systems for
automated
situation
assessment.

- Creation of a “world model”, based on the
fused (3d) sensor data from multiple
different
sources.
- Semantic world modeling, to autonomously create and maintain a world
description that contains (dynamic) object
properties
and
positions
- Data fusion to provide a baseline for
functional
capability
detection.
- Development of the conceptual model of
the
human
driver’s
state.
- Development of composite metrics to
evaluate overall wellbeing of moni-tored
persons and their risk of MCI.
- Diverse signal data integration by
following a Bayesian approach (such as
Kalman or particle filters).

Advanced data fusion in use.
Levels: (1) Fused 3D sensor data
from multiple sources (e.g. vehicle
and road sensors) utilizing
advanced
feature
detection
methods (2) Utilising fused
signals together with a (semantic)
model to build and maintain a
domain specific model (e.g.
world/scenario model, driver
mental state, or elderly health
condition) (3) Ability to use the
model for prediction of risks or
situation
development
e.g.
Detection of elderly MCI, frailty
and functional capability progress
with accuracy of 80%

KR2.2,
KR2.3,
KR2.4

The relevant BS for UC1-P6 in the category 3 platforms are:
Table 38: Beyond-state-of-the-art (BS) and key results (KR) for UC1-P6 for category 3 platforms
Physiological
parameter
monitoring
(KR2.2,
KR4.1,
KR4.2)

Physiological parameters are
traditionally monitored by
clinical devices. For nonclinical purposes wrist based
(e.g. PPG) devices are
tracking 24/7 heart rate. (0)

Stationary sensors are used
for capturing physiological
parameters of people in view.
This unobtrusive method will
be enhanced to allow for heart
rate variability observation
(indicates arousal, e.g. due to
stress or anxiety) and be
robust for movements as well
as applicable to multiple
people.

Identification
(KR4.1)

Stationary sensors detect
multiple people in view and
identification of people based
on their face is possible. (0)

The NextPerception solution
will feature combinations of
stationary sensors that will
allow both for the identification
of a person in view and the
attribution
of
monitoring
information (e.g. physiological
parameters) to that person.

Zone
detection
(KR4.1)

Areas in a monitored
environment typically need to
be modelled in advance in
order to identify certain
spaces and their function. (0)

Automatic detection of zones
in an observation space
without prior knowledge on the
basis of observations of
positioning and movement
events of persons within the
observation space (e.g. living
room,
bedrooms,
and
bathroom).

BS3.3

BS3.4

Radar based heart rate
monitoring enabling HRV
measurement
of
person.
Levels: (1) one person at rest,
(2) + one person robust for
movements

KR2.2,
KR4.2

KR4.1,
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The validation is based on the beyond-state-of-the-art items (BS) and the key results (KR) already
defined in the project. The demonstrator UC1 KPI’s that are relevant for P6 were listed in
deliverable D4.1:
Table 39: Use case 1 Integral vitality monitoring KPI’s relevant for UC1-P6
KPI
UC1
demonstrator
(proposal)
Accurate lowpower
UWB
indoor
positioning
over a network
of
wireless
anchor nodes
with distributed
sub-nano
second
synchronizatio
n for TDOA
based
positioning.

KPI UC1D1Pilot
Subnanosecond
synchronizati
on
over
wireless
network,
outlier
reduction
ratio

Outcomes
Allow
for
accurate
localization using UWB

How to validate
indoor Localization test within 10-30cm

Use of low-power positioning
protocols allowing battery-powered
tags with a long lifetime. This
requirement implies that, for UWB
localization, the complexity is in the
anchors and that they should be
accurately synchronized with subnanosecond accuracy.
Ability to self-localize the fixed
infrastructure during commissioning

Anchor clock synchronization at sub-nanosecond
level supporting the TDOA protocol

Anchors to self-localize within 30cm relative
accuracy.

Two technology preparations have been started, but are not validated yet. These are the HOLST
UWB Receiver and the HOLST UWB Transceiver. Together with pilot validation results, these
technology components will be reported in the next period.

Table 40: UC1-P6- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level
Initial
0

reached
1

BS1.2

Range and view angle

BS1.3

Form factor and power 0
management

1

BS1.1

Physiological parameter 0
measurement

1

Remark
Range and direction
finding
Miniaturization and
low
power
consumption
Remote sensing of
physiological
parameters

Table 41: UC1-P6requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation status Remark

0

Complete

-

8

Partial

Final validation at <2 cycle>

0

Pending

nd
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2.7.4

Validation summary

UWB COTS hardware
The communication backbone of this UWB system is based on a long range sub-GHz connection
(see D3.11 and [9]). The integration of sub-GHz is a unique feature. Some other UWB localization
solutions use an extra radio, but with a shorter range wireless technology. The range of sub-GHz
(>1.5 km) is significantly bigger than the WiFi range (>150 m), improving the scalability of the
localization system and developing localization systems with large coverage areas. A mobile tag can
communicate with a central routing node at large distances, allowing the central node to control the
localization schemes. This is done with a sub-GHz backbone, where an existing low-cost IoT board,
the Zolertia RE-Mote is used. The choice for the Zolertia RE-Mote for the backbone is based on
several arguments. First, the board is an existing, of-the-shelf IoT platform with widespread software
support from both Contiki OS and openWSN. The RE-Mote has on-chip support for two popular, lowpower IoT transceivers: the CC1200 long-range, sub-GHz communication (820–950 MHz) and the
CC2538 for low-power, short range communication in the 2.4 GHz bands. Furthermore, the TAISC
framework is available for the RE-Mote, and it supports SPI communication with the Decawave UWB
DW11000.
Tests have been started for a time-difference-of-arrival (TDoA) setup, since this is a transmitter only
method. Later on, the performance can be compared to the UWB HOLST transmitters.

Figure 78: TDoA measurements with UWB COTS setup In the Holst building (High Tech Campus
31)
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Figure 79: Snapshot of a TDoA measurement showing the position of a person within a space
enclosed by 5 beacons
No quantitative ranging accuracy and precision data is available for the environment presented in
the previous figure. However, in the past tests revealed that in ideal conditions the accuracy is 2.7
cm at a distance of 5 meters. The coverage in ideal conditions was 150 m for the ranging distance,
and 300 m for the communication distance. An in-situ validation in the past of this setup in
challenging metallic industrial environments resulted in a 16cm average accuracy, and a precision
of better than 25 cm (90 percentile error).
UWB HOST transmitter [8]
UWB radios have a great promise for accurate localization. HOLST participates in various UWB
standardization bodies and industry consortia, such as IEEE, CCC, ETSI and FCC. And HOLST is
a member of the FiRa consortium since January 2021,which is dedicated to the development and
adoption of user experiences using interoperable UWB technologies. HOLST builds its ultra-wide
band technology on a standard CMOS platform. This results in UWB chips that can be costeffectively mass-produced and which are easily integrated with other chip components. Additionally,
the UWB impulse radio (IR) technology excels because of a power consumption that is ten times
lower than the state of the art. The target is to show that UWB positioning and tracking algorithms
achieve cm-accuracy in challenging environments.
In February 2021, HOLST showcased the world’s first sub-5mW, IEEE 802.15.4z ultra-wideband
transmitter chip. Fabricated in 28nm CMOS (with an occupied core area of only 0.15mm²), the chip
aims to enable the next generation of cost-effective, small form-factor UWB deployments. It has been
custom-developed to achieve a record-low power consumption of 4.9 milliwatt (mW) in a standardcompliant operation, while adhering to UWB’s stringent spectral emission regulations. It is also the
first sub-5mW IR-UWB transmitter chip to comply with the newly released IEEE 802.15.4z standard
for even more accurate and secure UWB ranging measurements.
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Figure 80: Measurement setup to test the performance of the UWB HOLST transmitter
A digital polar transmitter architecture is used to significantly reduce the IC’s power consumption
to only 4.9mW. Additionally, an injection-locked ring oscillator (ILRO) technology allows to
achieve even greater power savings – by enabling fast duty cycling between the IR-UWB
transmitter’s signal bursts within a packet and allowing parts of the transmitter to be turned off
between those pulses. The chip uses an asynchronous pulse shaping design that meets the
international spectral emission regulations in the 3-10GHz bands, while allowing the transmitter to
operate closely to the maximum power spectral density (PSD). Measurements showed 0.34ps RMS
jitter of the IL-RO running at 8486.4MHz without modulation. This UWB transmitter chip
demonstrates the highest energy efficiency of 180pJ/bit in the 27.24Mb/s coherent mode of
IEEE802.15.4z. The validation of this UWB IC, and a benchmark to other chips is shown in next
figure.

Figure 81: Measured performance of UWB HOLST transmitter chip versus other UWB designs

The UWB transmitter has a great promise for accurate localization via time-difference-of-arrival
(TDoA). In this TDoA pilot, we first started with lab measurements for UWB transmissions based on
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Imec transmitters, and with TDoA ranging using commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. In a later
phase of NextPerception, we will show range, angles, and localization measurements of the two
systems. More information about the UWB HOLST research can be found at
https://vimeo.com/512495116
HOLST UWB radar [11]:
This radar is the final component of UC1-P6. There are 3 requirements on this radar:
1. People_detection. The radar range shall be up to 30 meters, to enable people movement detection
(large movements), since a short radar operating range will lead to many radar instalments in
buildings.
2. Respiration_detection. The medium vital signs movements should be detectable 15 meters or
beyond, since a short range of vital sign detection (medium movements) makes the radar less
attractive.
3. Heart_beat_detection. The short range vital signs detections (small movements) should be better
than 5 meters, since a short range of vital sign detection (small movements) makes the radar less
attractive.

Figure 82: Schematic block diagram of the radar (left), and a photograph of the radar (right)
A single-input and single-output (SISO) frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar
architecture is chosen and in vivo demonstrated for remote 2-D localization (range and angular
information) and vital signs monitoring of multiple subjects. The radar sensor integrates two
frequency scanning antennas which allow angular separation and enable determining a 2-D map
(range versus angle) of a room environment from which people can be distinguished from objects
and clutter. After technical tests to validate the functionality of the proposed architecture and data
processing algorithm, a practical setup was successfully demonstrated to locate human volunteers,
at different absolute distances and orientations, and to retrieve their respiratory and heart rate
information.
In order to evaluate the effects of the distance and orientation on the system, 16 experiments have
been performed on five subjects, four males and one female, differing in height (160–190 cm), in
weight, and in age (24–35 years), invited to randomly chose a seat and to breathe normally. Eight
different scenarios have been selected, namely, a single subject at 2 m and 0◦, at 3 m and 0◦, and
at 4 m and 0◦, and two subjects (i.e., Subject 1 and Subject 2) at 2 m and ±30◦, at 2 m and ±45◦, at
3 m and ±30◦, at 3 m and ±45◦, and at 4 m and ±30◦.
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Figure 83: Measured vital signs with the HOLST UWB radar
The extracted respirations rates and heartbeats have been compared with the values obtained using
the medical reference device in order to calculate the mean absolute errors (MAEs). The results of
this study have been reported in the figure above, where the MAEs are expressed in terms of BPM
which stands, respectively, for breaths-per-minute and beats-per-minute whether it refers to
respiration rate (RRs) and heart rates (HRs). This experimental validation demonstrated that the
proposed system is capable of properly monitoring subjects within practical indoor room settings.
The maximum reported MAE for respiration rate is 0.747 BPM (subject at 4 m and 30◦) while for
heartbeat is 2.645 BPM (subject at 3 m and 45◦). An error less than 3 BPM while estimating the heart
rate is considered clinically acceptable.
2.7.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

The technology components HOLST UWB Receiver and HOLST UWB Transceiver still have to be
developed. In the meantime, the finished components will be transferred in a setup to the vitality hub
in building 85 of the High Tech Campus Eindhoven. The following step will be taken for the HOLST
UWB transmitter:



Time-difference of arrival (TDoA) method for localization proposed earlier shall be
demonstrated to be power-optimized for 5-10 times longer battery-life using the in-house
transmitter in controlled lab-setting
Time-difference of arrival (TDoA) method with the in-house HOLST UWB radio in real-life
environment

The HOLST UWB Receiver and HOLST UWB Transceiver will be used for two-way ranging
demonstration between two nodes in lab-setting using UWB transceiver.
The UWB COTS hardware experiments are planned through October and probably November,
demonstrating (radio) wireless positioning behaviour and exploring some practical effects
experienced including NLOS and polarization example for navigation or change detection. It is not
expected to include HOLST UWB platform in this round of experiments. This is more likely to be
included in round two in early 2022.
The radar setup in HTC 85 will be used for counting of people, vital-Signs measurement in controlled
setting, vital-Signs measurement in controlled real-world scenario.
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Merging the two demonstrators:
The radar demonstrator is based on a FMCW waveform, while the UWB localization systems is
based on a pulse waveform. Both operate in the 8 GHz UWB frequency band. It is clear that UWB
suits both sensing and ranging, since both modes benefit from the large signal bandwidth. Also
both modes benefit from waveforms with high quality autocorrelation properties (i.e., clean
ranging/radar “ambiguity function”).
IEEE 802.15 working group is considering an UWB pulse based PHY designed for both ranging
and radar sensing at the same time. The radar sensing may justify shifting additional energy to the
preamble or adding closely scheduled packets to a (legacy) ranging exchange. One of the
objectives of a new UWB objective is to add sensing capabilities to support presence detection and
environment mapping. Key words are RSS method, Doppler method, ranging method, DOA
method, joint method, reflection method, real antenna array method, virtual antenna array,
monostatic radar, multistatic radar.
HOLST believes that multistatic radar performance would benefit from coordinated TX and RX
elements. Standardization of UWB radar sensing would help to enable coexistence with ranging
systems, to enable re-use of ranging system HW, to maximize the potential of multistatic radar by
enabling interoperability / coordination / scheduling, to avoid future interference problems, and to
enable CIR exchange via standardized interfaces.
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3. Use Case 2
3.1

Participants table
Table 42: UC2 Participants table

PILOT NAME

PILOT LEADER PILOT
PARTICIPANTS
AITEK
EMOJ
RULEX
UC2-P1-Driving
RE:Lab
UNIBO
Simulator
UNIPR
UNISOB
UNITO
UC2-P2- Driver's
TTS
State
VTT
BENETE
Monitoring

3.2
3.2.1

INVOLVED
PILOT
DEMONSTRATORS LOCATION

UC2D1-RELAB
driving simulator

Reggio
Emilia (Italy)

UC2D2-VTT UC2D3Tampere (Finland)
TTS

UC2-P1-Driving Simulator
Introduction

The pilot focuses on the evaluation of demonstrator’s performance in monitoring and measuring the
Driver Complex State (DCS), looking at the technical feasibility, efficiency, accuracy, and user
acceptance.
In the first cycle, the pilot focuses on collecting data needed for the development of the monitoring
solutions and each of the modules to be integrated in the Driving Simulation Engine. This evaluation
phase focuses on technical feasibility and took place in a simulation environment.
The modules developed for validation in the first cycle are:
- Camera-Based Visual Distraction Classifier;
- Camera-Based Emotion Detection Classifier;
- Joint Driver-Vehicle Emotional Status Classifier;
- Human-Driver Cognitive Distraction Classifier;
- Driver Monitoring System.
3.2.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

The primary purpose of the pilot integration test is to verify the functioning of the distributed Driver
Monitoring System (DMS) architecture in terms of the effectiveness of the data communication
among the different modules according to the defined KPIs.
Sensors and modules have been installed in the RE:Lab simulator environment and the
communication architecture was set up.
By taking inspiration from Peter’s user story (the user story of an ordinary person who use partially
autonomous vehicles during ordinary journeys, and who for personal reasons find himself in
unsuitable conditions for driving: thanks to the detection capabilities of the state of the driver, by
means of the DMS, the vehicle can therefore decide to maintain / take control or to give appropriate
suggestions to the driver aimed at increasing the safety level of the driver-vehicle system), the pilot
integration test was focused on the detection of three basic driver states: visual distraction, cognitive
distraction and an emotional condition of anxiety.
In a simulator environment, the three conditions were induced on 24 participants while they were
driving on a high-speed road with a medium level of traffic intensity.
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The integration test is to be considered passed if the distributed DMS is able to detect the correct
induced condition over the time of the simulation trial.
3.2.3

Validation Result Overview

The validation is based on the KPIs already defined in the project.
The KPI BS2.4 aims at an implemented classification and decision-making solutions providing
transparency. The associated key result is the KR2.6 referring to the explainable AI for assessing
driver cognitive and emotional state and fitness for driving. Starting from early AI approaches the
pilot reached the level 1 with a predictive model achieving transparency by classical if-then rule or
similar approaches.
The KPI BS3.6 assessment of driver’s ability to drive has been reached through the implementation
of in-vehicle sensor systems for driver monitoring linked to the KR2.6 and to the KR4.2 of the use
case. In the simulated scenario, the modules of the pilot have been able to catch both the cognitive
and emotional states. For the KPI level 1 has been reached implementing unobtrusive sensors for
driver cognitive and functional ability assessment in place and providing indicators relevant for
driving ability assessment.
The modules reached the objective related to the data representation (BS 2.6) and real-time high
volume data processing and synchronization (BS2.7). Software components implementing sensor
fusion, analytics and machine learning algorithms in the various system layers, and supporting for
synchronisation, quality assessment, and distribution of computation for the intelligent processes
have been developed and a proof of concept system have been implemented demonstrating the
power of distributed stream processing with multiple data-intensive perception sensors.
The main Results are condensed inside the next tables.
Table 43: UC2-P1- pilot KPI
KPI

BS2.4

Description (short)

Implemented classification and decision-making solutions
provide transpa-rency.

KPI Level
Initial

Reached

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

Explainable AI (KR2.5, KR2.6, KR2.7)
BS3.6

Assessment of driver’s ability to drive.
In-vehicle Sensor Systems for driver monitoring (KR2.6,
KR4.2)

BS2.6

Pre-standardisation level specification of high-level API for
perception sensors.
Data representation (KR3.2)

BS2.7

Proof of concept system implementation demonstrating the
power of distributed stream processing with multiple dataintensive perception sensors.
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Real-time high volume data processing and synchronisation
(KR3.2)

:
Table 44: UC2-P1 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
status

Remark

12

Complete

To be repeated at 2 cycle

8

Partial

To be completed at 2 cycle

6

Pending

To be done at 2 cycle

nd

nd

nd
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Table 45: List of completed requirements and the related proof of asses of the requirements
satisfaction
Unique name of the
requirements

Concise definition of the requirement. One sentence max Proof to assess
per one requirement.
that
the
requirement
is
satisfied
Video-Based-DSM-headThe system shall detect the driver's head pose to determine its yaw degree
tracking
orientation
Video-Based-DSM-objectThe system shall detect driver's interaction with objects that are boolean values for
detection
not necessary to conduct the vehicle
object interaction
(positive/negative)
Video-Based-DSM-objectThe system shall detect the presence of smartphones within the detection
detection
vehicle
accuracy > 90%
EmotionDetectionIO
The emotion Detection classifier expects as input the internal Check (Y / N)
frontal camera videostream and produces as output an
assessment of the driver's emotional state expressed in
numerical values
SensorFrequency
The data frequency of CAN bus signals and sensors shall be Sensor
data
enough to enable on-time decisions
frequency > 20Hz
CognitiveDistractionIO
The cognitive distraction classifier expects as input CANbus Check (Y / N)
vehicle dynamics and internal cameras videostream and
produces as output a degree con cognitive distraction
DCDC_EyeOffRoadAcc
The eye-off-road shall be as accurate as possible, to avoid Accuracy > 90%
misclassifications.
VehicleDynamicsMessageRate Vehicle dynamics data generated by the driving simulator is 20Hz
transmitted via CAN Bus
High-traffic driver monitoring
High-traffic driver monitoring data generated by external 10-20Hz
monitoring sensors is transmitted via Serial Bus
DMS_DataRate
Polling rate at wich the the module sends over output messages Verify correct data
output
through
system log and
MQTT broker
DMS_MQTT
MQTT message generated by the application client
Verify
that
application
brokers
can
consume
data
from
generated
topic
DMS_CameraSetup
System integration with ReLab simulator of IP camera
Verify the camera
output and the
environmental
conditions
(e.g.
luminosity)

3.2.4

Validation summary and Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

The validation of the overall function of the first pilot phase is realized.
Sensors and modules have been installed in the RE:Lab simulator environment and the
communication architecture was set up. From the log files of the driving simulator, objective
measures describing driver behaviour and reactions during driving (such as force applied to the
brake pedal, steering wheel angle, minimal time-to-collision, maximum lateral acceleration of the
vehicle, maximum longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle, acceleration potential and steering-wheel
usage behaviour, etc.) have been collected. The analysis of these signals gave information about
the impact of the Driver Monitoring System on driver behaviour in terms of driving performance.
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By taking inspiration from Peter’s user story, the pilot integration test was focused on the detection
of three basic driver states: visual distraction, cognitive distraction, and an emotional condition of
anxiety.
In a simulator environment, the three conditions were induced on 24 participants while they were
driving on a high-speed road with a medium level of traffic intensity.
The experimental scenario was designed in order to also collect additional data that can be useful
to further train the visual distraction, cognitive distraction and emotion recognition modules.
Four experimental conditions were considered:
 Baseline (B), where the participant is driving without any other secondary task
 Visual distraction (D), where the participant is asked to perform a visual search task on a
secondary screen as a secondary task
 Cognitive distraction (C), where the participant is asked to perform a secondary cognitive
task based on the N-back task with N = 2
 Emotion (E), where the participant is asked to drive while listening to music. A validated
musical stimulus was used to induce the anxiety emotion.
All experimental conditions lasted 4 minutes-each but the baseline one (3 mins).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four experimental groups, differentiated based on the
order the conditions are induced on the participants.
Participants were instructed by a RE:Lab experimenter before starting the driving simulation.
They were told the research they participated in was about studying driving behaviour under different
conditions. They were told they would have had to drive under different circumstances: while
performing a research task on a tablet, while performing a mental exercise and while listening to
music. They were trained about the research task on the tablet (i.e., visual distraction task) and
about the mental exercise (i.e., cognitive distraction task). They were not informed of the purpose of
inducing visual and cognitive distraction and of inducing anxiety by music. They were aware of being
recorded by cameras and that their driving data were collected for research purposes, and they
signed informed consent.
After the driving simulation, participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire to assess the workload
induced by the mental exercise and to assess the emotion induced by the musical track. A NASATLX (Hart, 1998; Hart, 2006) was used for the first purpose and both SAM and DEQ were leveraged
for the second one. Also, familiarity and appreciation of the musical track were considered by means
of ad-hoc questionnaire items.
Characteristics of the integration and verification of the transmitted data between the modules listed
above are here described more in detail.
-

Camera-Based Visual Distraction Classifier

For the DMS, during the 1st iteration cycle of the pilot the activities were aimed to reach the goal of
providing a first functional prototype of a monitoring system capable of detecting and tracking driver’s
head, hands and object interaction within the simulation environment provided by RE:Lab.
A data client based on MQTT protocol has been developed to produce a topic that can be consumed
by the relevant partners, in order to acquire the JSON message containing the detection outputs.
Deep neural networks have been trained based on custom dataset following the SOTA paradigm for
the domain of reference: image acquisition, feature extraction, labelling, training and finally
deployment and test on dedicated hardware with GPU acceleration capabilities. The system
integration activities have been conducted in cooperation with RE:Lab and the involved partners.
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Figure 84: Graphic user interface for Camera-Based Visual
Distraction Classifier

Result for the 1st cycle validation:
The validation of the DMS functionalities have been conducted in order to evaluate the detection
features exposed by the module; The dataset quality has been tested in order to identify underfitting
and overfitting issues, which currently holds around 80k of human samples divided by the labelling
of the headpose, head, hands and smartphone images. A moving average has been applied on a
dynamic interval of frames to test the overall accuracy threshold of the developed neural networks,
which is considered to be consistent when > 90%. The hands tracking and the face detection have
landed good results, but the headpose has proven to be more of a challenge for a single sensor with
a rear FOV, which is why for the second iteration cycle the hardware and software components will
be expanded from 1 to 3 sensors, and the central unit will be tested also on Intel architectures. The
main goal is to reach an overall accuracy for all the networks >90%, thus comparative benchmarks
will be conducted for both HW and SW components in order to identify the most suitable solution for
the UC of reference.

-

Camera-Based Emotion Detection Classifier

The module is a camera-based emotion detection classifier. The developed system monitors the
driver’s facial status and outputs values for different categorical emotional states.
During the development of the emotion prediction model, various state of the art neural network
architectures are experimented. Different parameters such as learning rate and training validation
splits are also experimented to achieve the best prediction accuracy.
Emotion prediction modules are also optimized to process images in real-time.
During the first cycle a desktop application for windows based systems has been developed which
performs the above analyses and publishes the output on the data broker. The experiments
conducted on live camera feedback resulted in the frame rate of the module being about 7-12 on a
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i5 processor.

Figure 85: Desktop graphic user interface for emotion
detection module
Result for the 1st cycle validation: The validation process of the emotion detection model is carried
out on a dataset. The dataset consists of about 50K human facial images together with
corresponding emotional category labels.
The validation accuracy reached during the test is about 85%.
-

Joint Driver-Vehicle Emotional Status Classifier (JDVS)

During the first cycle, this activity has been started by defining and deploying a first prototype of one
of the modules composing the expected final JDVS, such as an Android-based mobile application,
denoted as MoniDrive and shown in Figure 86. In detail, MoniDrive is intended to perform the
following actions: (i) connect to the UC2-P1’s data broker, in order to be able to provide data to the
overall UC2-P1’s partners, and (ii) connect to a thermal camera (namely, a commercial FLIR module)
and wait for the image stream arriving from the camera. Then, an output stress level value is
published on the data broker.
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Figure 86: MoniDrive Android mobile application for
monitoring the driver inside the vehicle’s cabin.

Result for the 1st cycle validation: The validation process of the MoniDrive application (part of the
overall JDVS module) is carried out in a controlled environment, with few activities performed in a
real vehicle cabin. In detail, the aim of the first validation activity is devoted to identify some candidate
positions (inside the cabin) by which the “mobile module” (composed by the smartphone and the
thermal camera) can frame in the best possible way the driver during a trip, as well as to identify
interesting information extracted from the images returned by the camera, to be used by a data
fusion algorithm for providing a stress level estimation, for further use in the UC. The validation
process allowed to identify that the best candidate position would be to fix the mobile module
perfectly in the centre of the windscreen, but in case this is not possible, it may perform in an
acceptable way even if fixed partially sided in the vehicle’s cabin (i.e., as shown in Figure 4.3, where
the smartphone is anchored to the external skeleton of the driver simulator).
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-

Human-Driver Cognitive Distraction Classifier

The goal of the Driver Cognitive Distraction Classifier (DCDC) is to detect whether the driver is not
focused on his/her driving task. The DCDC module identifies behaviours and signals of distraction
using information that describes the vehicle dynamics as well as physiological signs extracted from
a set of unobtrusive sensors that monitor the driver status.

Figure 87: Driver Cognitive Distraction Classifier (DCDC) principle

The module is developed as a standalone system that in this first prototype is deployed on a
dedicated hardware. The DCDC data processing is composed of a set of machine-learning
classifiers. The classifiers take as input a continuous time-series coming from multiple sources, i.e.,
car simulator sensors, the USB camera attached to the module and other modules present in the
pilot and produce two classification targets: the eyes Off-road (driver is not looking at the road) and
the cognitive Distraction (driver is not attentive at the driving task). Training and validation were
performed using a dataset collected during the first UC2D1 pilot. Predictions of distraction at 1
second are also estimated, but will be studied in more depth in the 2nd cycle.

Figure 88: Validation setup
Result for the 1st cycle validation: The eyes-off-road target shows accurate predictions (over
90% precision on average). Experiments for the cognitive-distraction target show insufficient results,
thus pointing to the need for a better experimental setup that will be developed in the 2nd cycle.
-

Driver Monitoring System

The goal of the Driver Monitoring System (DMS) is collecting the monitored data coming from all the
other modules, devoted to identifying some specific driver’s conditions, and then to compute a value
named Fitness-to-Drive, with the aim of providing information about the whole driver’s conditions,
with an index declaring its driving ability.
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The DMS module developed as a standalone software, collecting data from the Driver Cognitive
Distraction Classifier module (to get data about the driver’s condition in terms of visual distraction
and in terms of cognitive distraction) and from the Camera-Based Emotion Detection Classifier (to
get data about the driver’s condition in terms of the detected and predicted emotion felt by the driver).
The DMS computes the Fitness-to-Drive index by applying some specific weights on such elements
(different emotions can affect the driving activities in different ways), including the vehicle speed
(collected by the driving simulator). Training and validation were performed using a dataset collected
during the first UC2D1 pilot.
Result for the 1st cycle validation: Experiments including all the other modules and the data
coming from the users involved in the first UC2D1 pilot are needed in order to provide significant
results for the DMS module validation. The experimental setup that will be developed in the 2nd
cycle will provide the results and the data needed to validate the module and the Fitness-to-Drive
formula.

Figure 89: Output of the Bridge

The data collected from each of the modules and the Simulation engine are used to calculate realtime decisions. The classifiers are trained with a significant amount of data collected from dedicated
simulation sessions on the Simulator. During the first pilot the developed classifiers are tested on a
simple simulation Scenario. The data collected during this phase will be used for tuning and making
the necessary modifications to the current classifiers. MQTT protocol is used to facilitate the
communication between the different modules. The first results show that the modules can perform
well and give real time calculation result to the system.

3.2.5

Transition to the <2nd cycle>

The following aspects need to be considered for the next cycle
Table 46: UC2-P1 transition to project 2nd cycle
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Aspect

Content / Change

Requirements

Creation of additional requirements for the real-time behaviour

Development Goals

Driver Emotional Status Classifier: integrate additional devices and
refine the stress level’s processing algorithm.

Concept
Demonstrator

/ HMI strategies
Decision Support System (shared decisions and control strategies). Use
gathered data to define a decision support system based both on userdriven and data-driven strategies.

Communication

Driver Emotional Status Classifier: refine and improve the
communication integration among the devices adopted for the stress
level’s processing.

Algorithm

Implement additional measures in the direction of “Explainable AI”.
Develop proper XAI algorithm and apply them to the gathered data
triggering a fine tuning to optimize the performances of the decision
support system.
Driver Emotional Status Classifier: refine and improve the algorithm
performance

3.3
3.3.1

UC2-P2-Driver's State Monitoring
Introduction

In the automotive domain, one of the biggest motivators for new technologies is to reduce traffic
accidents. While the automotive industry has taken big leaps in the recent years to advance
autonomous vehicles, there are still major obstacles to overcome before autonomous vehicles can
be safely used in any driving environment, and until then, there will always be a human factor, the
driver. Traffic accidents are usually a sum of many things, but among them is usually human error.
This pilot aims to improve traffic safety by enabling driver state monitoring in a real driving
environment. By monitoring the alertness and driving ability of the driver, we can predict and alert
the driver about possible danger.
Vital signs like heart rate and respiratory rate can be used to assess the driver’s physiological
parameters that are essential to the driver’s state. For instance, yawning naturally indicates
sleepiness, whereas heart rate variability (HRV) parameters have been used to evaluate sleep
quality and are connected to the experienced stress level [3], [4]. This pilot aims to monitor these
parameters using radar technology. Inspecting the driver’s gaze can further elaborate our
understanding of the driver’s state. For instance, sleepiness can affect the duration of the blinks and
reduced eye movement has been linked with decreased alertness [5]. In this pilot, this behaviour is
monitored with cameras. A combination of these parameters can form an informative continuous
representation of the driver’s ability to drive.
The UC2-P2 pilot in the 1st cycle focuses on surpassing technical challenges in the measurement
environment, a moving vehicle. Major challenges include enhancing the radar’s performance to
measure physiological signals in a moving vehicle and producing sufficient face-tracking parameters
from video suffering from constantly changing lighting. The pilot encompasses several road types,
driving speeds, as well as simple tasks for the driver to enable the development of robust algorithms.
Possibile methods for recording a reference for the driver’s state are also evaluated.
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3.3.2

Pilot setup and objectives

This pilot aims to validate the measurement setting for the Driver Monitoring System (DMS)
demonstrator in real-life driving conditions. The pilot gathers realistic example data that can be used
to improve sensor performance and hence enable the evaluation of the driver’s state and ability to
drive. The study addresses technical issues arising in a moving vehicle to enable sufficient accuracy
in the monitoring devices. The driver state is also self-evaluated at the beginning and end of each
drive, giving a reference point to driver state estimation from the available sensor data. The pilot is
conducted in two test vehicles, a passenger car and a truck, driving on both public roads and private
test tracks in Tampere region, Finland.
The pilot incorporates the VTT 24 GHz frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar
coupled with a Bittium Faros 360 sensor to record accelerometric information of the radar’s motion.
The purpose of the radar is to measure physiological parameters, such as heart rate or interbeat
interval (IBI) and respiratory rate. It operates at a 24 GHz carrier frequency with 250 MHz bandwidth,
has 60 cm range resolution, and can detect micromotions below one micrometre [6]. Here, the radar
is used with 110 Hz sampling frequency. The Faros sensor is used at 400 Hz sampling frequency
while attached to the radar’s back, and the combination is mounted near the rear-view mirror. The
setup also includes a wearable Zephyr BioHarness to collect reliable vital sign references, and the
belt is worn on the lower thorax. Moreover, the pilot uses two IDS imaging uEye UI-5270CP-C-GL
Rev. 2 cameras to record a video of the driver from two viewpoints, at 2056x1542 resolution and 36
frames per second, and two infrared LEDs (Axton Nano CUBE 3B) to provide extra illumination. The
video material is used to extract head movement and face-related parameters. In addition to
measuring the driver, the vehicles parameters such as speed and GPS coordinates are also tracked.
The pilot setup in the passenger car is depicted in Figure 90 and is similarly constructed in the test
truck. The main technical issues with this setup and a moving vehicle arise from the vibrating motion
of the FMCW radar and changing lighting conditions in a video.

Figure 90: Sensor setup inside the passenger car with the FMCW radar in the middle (white
casing), and cameras and IR LEDs on the sides.
The driver’s state is evaluated using subjective questionnaires and a Psychomotor Vigilance Task
(PVT). The selected questionnaires are the Karolinska Sleep Scale (KSS) questionnaire and the
NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) questionnaire. The KSS is a nine-point Likert item filled both
before and after the drive to assess the subjective feeling of sleepiness, whereas the NASA-TLX
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questionnaire is only responded to after the drive. In the NASA-TLX survey, the driver evaluates the
physical, mental, and temporal demand of the measurement, as well as their own performance,
effort, and frustration during the measurement. The subjective questionnaire responses are
complemented with a 5-minute PVT, which measures the driver’s reaction time to visual cues. We
used the Vigilance Buddy smart phone application to conduct the tasks both before and after each
drive. Previous studies have indicated that a 5 min PVT is sufficient to discriminate between sleep
deprived and non-sleep deprived subjects, giving a firm indicator for the driver’s alertness [7].
Each measurement is constructed of the following elements: (A) references for the driver’s state, (B)
a synchronization routine, and (C) driving the predetermined route. They are performed in sequence:
A, B, C, B, and A. That is, the driver first completes the driver’s state reference evaluation before
starting to drive, then starts the measurement devices and performs the synchronization routine,
drives the route and eventually parks the vehicle, performs another synchronization routine, and
finally completes the driver’s state reference tasks again. The goal of the synchronization routines is
to enable retrospective data alignment between devices. The driver receives vocal instructions from
an audio recording to perform any measurements in a consistent manner.
During the drive, the audio recording instructs the driver to do short, simple tasks if the situation so
allows, to introduce variance in the measured target parameters. In measurements conducted on
public roads, the effect of a 1-minute repetitive beeping sound to the vital signs, specifically the heart
rate, is measured. Subsequently, after a recovering period, the driver is instructed to perform 1minute breathing exercises of breathing faster than normal and slower than normal, to the level the
driver feels tolerable. The routes on public roads also comprise different speed limits and paving
materials, introducing different levels of vibrating motions to the sensors. During measurements on
a closed track, the driver is instructed to drive very slowly and safely adjust the radio or check the
time from a mobile phone, to collect data of head movement and direction that may indicate
distraction. All measurements are expected to have somewhat varying lighting conditions, and the
driving routes also include e.g. tunnels that introduce more variation in the illumination.
3.3.3

Validation result overview

The pilot addresses the performance of the Driver Monitoring System (DMS) in real-life driving
environments. The objective is to gather realistic example data in moving vehicles and use it to
improve sensor performance and to enable evaluation of the driver’s state and ability to drive.
Table 47: UC2-P2- pilot KPI
KPI
BS1.1
BS3.1

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st cycle

0

1

Sensors in place (indicator quality
to be developed in the 2nd cycle)

RADAR: Physiological parameter
measurement (KR1.1)
In-vehicle Sensor Systems for driver
monitoring (KR2.6, KR4.2)

Table 48: UC2-P2 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation status Remark

1

Complete

T1.2

0

Partial

Validation at 2nd cycle

8

Pending

Validation at 2nd cycle
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The first cycle pilot comprises three subjects. One subject drove the TTS test truck and the other
two drove the VTT Marilyn robot car. Informed consent was obtained from all participants, and the
study was approved by the Ethics Committee of VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland Ltd. The
measurements are summarized in Table 49: Number of measurements conducted in different
settingsTable 49 in terms of vehicle, road type, environment and number of measurement repetitions
in that setting. The environment indicates the speed range, e.g. motorway implies high speeds and
city/suburb low speeds. In total, 13 measurements were completed yielding approximately 4.5 hours
of data from all sensors.
Table 49: Number of measurements conducted in different settings
Vehicle
TTS Truck
VTT Marilyn
VTT Marilyn
VTT Marilyn
VTT Marilyn

Road type
Asphalt
Asphalt
Asphalt
Asphalt
Sand

Environment
Motorway
Motorway
Closed track
City/suburb
Dispersed settlement

Repetitions
1
3
5
2
2

3.3.3.1
Physiological signal monitoring
Let us inspect the tasks specifically designed to record a range of IBI and respiration rates. The
FMCW radar mounted in the vehicle experiences vibrating motions as the vehicle is on the move
and this affects its monitoring accuracy severely, as illustrated in Figure 91. Comparing the
measured value ranges between the reference and the radar, the ranges match best for slow
respiration where the relation between the two devices is linear. For IBI the radar overestimates the
intervals, and for fast breathing it appears to underestimate the rates. Algorithm development in the
second cycle aims to correct this behaviour. We note that motion artefacts from the driver’s motions
have not been excluded from the presented initial results and contribute to the errors.

Figure 91: The mean (dot), minimum (arrow down), and maximum (arrow up) values in each
measurement measured by the Zephyr BioHarness reference sensor (x axis) and the VTT 24 GHz
radar (y axis). The values related to the same measurement instance are shown in the same
colour. The left most plot depicts interbeat interval values during the beeping noise, and the other
two represent the respiratory rate values during the fast (middle) and slow (right) breathing tasks.
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3.3.3.2
Head and face tracking
Results for head and face tracking are collected from the closed track tests which included tasks
disturbing especially driver’s visual focus on the road. During the test, the driver was instructed to
check the time from their phone and to change the radio channel. Both cameras recorded their
images on a hard drive and face detection analysis was done afterwards offline. All the tests which
included two test subjects and five test drives were done during the same cloudy morning making
the illumination conditions stable and optimal.
Performance of the face detection is measured as follows. Because the cameras are directed
carefully at the driver, assumption is that there is a face in every picture. If a face is found, the case
is considered as true positive. These results are summarized in Table 50 in terms of test subjects
and cameras. In total, the face tracking reached 65 % success rate.
Table 50: Performance of face detection
Test subject 1
Test subject 2
Combined

Right camera
58 %
84 %
68 %

Left camera
61 %
63 %
62 %

How the results were calculated did not take into account the combined effect of two cameras.
Meaning, when another camera fails to find a face, other might succeed (as seen in Figure 92), thus
increasing the total detection rate.

Figure 92: Image pair of other camera successfully finding a face (on the right) and other failing (on
the left).
3.3.3.3
Driver’s state reference
The driver’s state reference responses (KSS, NASA-TLX) and response time in PVT are summarized
over all measurements in Figure 93. The KSS had options from 1 (extremely alert) to 9 (extremely
sleepy) and the subjects’ responses were between 3 and 7. The NASA-TLX had a range from 1 to
20 for each question. Most questions show notable variance in the responses, excluding physical
demand, which is not expected to get very high scores. Finally, the response times in PVT were first
summarized one-by-one and the distributions in Figure 93 depict the variation between individual
tasks.
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Figure 93: Questionnaire response and PVT response time summaries over all measurement
occurrences. One outlier at 3686 ms for PVT maximum response time is not depicted.
3.3.4

Validation summary

The initial results from the 1st cycle pilot cover three subjects in two different vehicles and five
different driving environments.
The VTT 24GHz FMCW radar showed promising results in monitoring slow respiratory motions but
monitoring interbeat interval (or heart rate) and faster respiratory motions will require implementing
a compensation of vibrational motion.
Overall, tracking of driver’s facial features produced moderate results. For the left side camera
(profile view), the results were on the same level for both of the test subjects. This was not the case
with the right side camera (front view) where difference between detection rates was significant. To
increase robustness of the face tracking, the current model needs to be updated with more diverse
set of faces and positions. Using LEDs to illuminate car’s cockpit proved to be sufficient in darker
conditions but solving the issue of bright sunlight overexposing an image or part of it requires
optimising the camera settings.
The driver’s state references showed some variance in the sleepiness, experienced task load, and
response time. However, robust driver’s state monitoring will require more diverse data, e.g., with a
higher level of sleep deprivation in order to test the DMS’ performance in alarming situations.
3.3.5

Transition to project 2nd cycle

The 1st cycle pilot focuses on overcoming technical challenges, only taking the first steps towards
actual driver’s state monitoring. Having the measurement setup constructed and example data,
algorithm development will be possible during the second cycle. Furthermore, in the 2nd cycle, the
pilot will be advanced to support robust driver’s state estimation, e.g. by aiming for more variance in
the driver’s state, and optimizing the references and tasks based on the data collected in cycle one.
Table 51: UC2-P2 transition to project 2nd cycle
Aspect
Requirements

Content / Change
No changes
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Development Goals
Concept
Demonstrator

Communication
Algorithm

No changes
/ Creating more demanding driving routes to introduce variance in the
driver’s state and to validate driver state change detection during a drive.
Evaluate the need of other driver state reference measures.
Evaluate the need to replace audio disturbance with e.g. mathematical
tasks to show sufficient heart rate variability for robust algorithm
evaluation.
Integrate information about the driving environment including the LiDAR.
Create a way to alert the driver.
No changes
Implement compensation for radar vibrational motion.
Update the face tracking model.
Implement eye tracking and gaze direction estimation online.
Implement driver’s state estimation.
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4. Use Case 3
4.1

Participants table
Table 52: UC3 Participants table

PILOT NAME

PILOT PILOT
INVOLVED
PILOT LOCATION Note
LEADE PARTICIPANT DEMONSTRATO
R
S
RS

UC3-P1- Inertial
Measurement Unit BOSCH
(IMU)
UC3-P2TNO
Localization
UC3-P37SOL
GNSS Security
UC3P4- VRU/Parking &
MACQ
Intersection at
Macq
UC3-P5-VRU/FLIR
FLIR
P&I

UC3aD1

Abstatt (Germany)

NXPNL

UC3aD2

Helmond (NL)

MACQ

UC3bD3

Spain

IMEC

UC3cD4
UC3cD6

(BE)

IMEC

UC3cD4

Marke (Belgium)

UC3cD6

Brunswick
(Germany)

CIT
UC3-P6-VRUs at an SMICR
TUD (only 2nd
intersection
O
iteration)
FLIR
UC3-P7IMEC
VRU/Automotive
TNO
MACQ
Campus
TNO
UC3-P8- VRU
Detection in
VTT MODULIGHT
Varying
Conditions
UC3-P9-Truck's
Situational
VTT
TTS
Awareness When
MODULIGHT
Turning
UC3-P10- Hi-Tech
NXPDE UBREMEN
Radar
UC3-P11-AIbased VRU detecti CAMEA
BUT
on

UC3bD3
UC3cD4
UC3cD6
UC3cD8

2nd
Automotive
iteration cyc
Campus Helmond (N
le only
L)

UC3aD10

Tampere (Finland)

UC3aD11

Vantaa (Finland)

UC3aD12

Hi Tech campus
Eindhoven

UC3cD13

Prague (Czech
Republic)

4.2

UC3-P1-Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)

4.2.1

Introduction

This pilot is an implementation of a series BOSCH IMU with a data modification module for a preprocessing of the IMU data. The aim is the compensation of the sensor deficiency by using a trained
artificial neural network (ANN) and additional environmental information. The demonstrator includes
a real-time compensation module embedded on a CAN network node.
The objectives are
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o

Real-time application in a CAN environment

o

Ability of long-term tests under real condition

Demonstrator is implemented by Bosch without other partner contribution. A working solution is able
to be implemented in test vehicles and with additional measurement equipment, a performance
monitoring is possible.

4.2.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

The development of the supervised ANN is done via simulation and test vehicle data sets. The
challenge is to use a module with real-time capability inside of a CAN network application and easy
access to ANN structure and parameters. The update of ANN and ANN-parameters is a key element
of this demonstrator. This allows a test of different solutions and supports down scaling of ANN
structure for performance estimation. These estimations are important for future embedded
implementation strategies.
The next pictures shows the implementation inside the BOSCH test vehicle. The Vehicle is equipped
with the NextPerception sensor and sensor modification. Additionally, a high precision measurement
system with an iMAR reference sensor and additional information from the CAN bus.

Sensor

Figure 94: Bosch Vehicle set-up picture1
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Sensor

Sensor
iMAR
Figure 95: Bosch Vehicle set-up picture2

Figure 96: Bosch Vehicle set-up picture3

Sensor

Figure 97: Bosch Vehicle set-up Bosch IMU
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4.2.3

Validation Result Overview

The main Results are condensed inside the next tables.
Table 53: UC3-P1- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

BS1.9

IMU improved accuracy
(KR1.6, KR3.1)

0

-

BS2.1

Embedded AI (KR2.1)

0

1

BS2.3

DISTRIBUTED
(KR3.2)

0

-

AI

Train data missing

Not
in
focus
@ <1st cycle>

Table 54: UC3-P1 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
status

Remark

0

Complete

Validation at <2nd cycle>

0

Partial

Validation at <2nd cycle>

40

Pending

Validation at <2nd cycle>

4.2.4

Validation summary

The overall function of the BOSCH pilot is realized, the IMU sensor signal is collected via a CAN
interface of an edge computing system. Here a complex AI network is implemented and a scheduler
to provide real-time calculations. The AI network parameters are trained on a BOSCH GPU server
with a wide range of trainings data. The pilot is implemented in a vehicle and a few test drives are
conducted. The first data analysis shows a “good / sufficient” performance of the implementation.
The results have a good correlation with the trainings results on the GPU.

4.2.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

The following aspect have to be considered for the next cycle
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Table 55: Transition to project <2nd Cycle>
Aspect

Content / Change

Requirements

Creation of additional requirements for the real-time behaviour

Development Goals

No changes

Concept
Demonstrator

/ Change of used HW, focusing on MM7.10 IMU
usage of the cross pollination: Evaluation of self-calibration function
Evaluation if “tinyML” is an alternative for the implementation, this allows
maybe an increased real-time behaviour
usage of the cross pollination: Evaluation of self-calibration function
Extension of the data set for the AI training

Communication

No changes

Algorithm

Implement additional measures in the direction of “Explainable AI”

4.3

UC3-P2-Localization

4.3.1

Introduction

The pilot focusses on an implementation of a flexible and modular sensor fusion algorithm,
developed by TNO. It utilizes a dynamic model of the system (i.e. vehicle) and allows for a variety of
connected sensors. Sensor availability may depend on time or location.
The objectives for this pilot are





Collect data for offline development using several on-board sensor systems
Real-time application of TNO sensor fusion algorithm in a vehicle
Using wireless communication with road-side localization system (=geo fenced
availability of sensors)
Implementation of sensor fusion algorithm on NXP BlueBox

The demonstrator is implemented by TNO without support from NXP-NL. The application is
integrated in one of TNO’s test vehicles (Renault Grand Scenic) and executed at the TNO premises
on the Helmond Automotive Campus (NL).
4.3.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

The pilot consists of two levels of instrumentation:



Demonstrator vehicle (a.k.a.: “CarLab”)
Infrastructure

The CarLab is equipped the following sensors:




Vehicle CAN (with typical data: wheel speeds, steering wheel angle, …)
6-DOF IMU sensor (3 gyros + 3 accelerometers)
GPS
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Lidar
360 degree-of-view camera system
UWB tags (one at the front and one at the rear side of the vehicle)
Wireless communication

The infrastructure is equipped with a local positioning system based on Ultra-Wide Band (UWB): six
UWB anchors span a grid in which the position of two vehicle-mounted UWB tags can be determined.
The tag-positions are then communicated to the vehicle, such that it can be used for the sensor
fusion algorithm.

Testing area

UWB available

Figure 98: Overview of the testing area.
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Figure 99: Overview of Pilot-setup

4.3.3

Validation Result Overview

The pilot resulted in the following:
 Successful integration of the infrastructure and in-vehicle sensor systems, except for
the 360-degree-of-view cameras
 Successful integration of the sensor fusion algorithm for realtime application
o Due to code compilation issues on the NXP BlueBox, the algorithm was
executed on another ROS-based computing platform
 collection of data for different driving scenarios.
 Modular setup of all components, to be extended for the next iteration
Table 56: UC3-P2- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

remark

Initial reached
BS4.1 Smooth transient from situation with basic 0
sensor set to situation with additional
available sensors.
BS4.1 Improvement of accuracy and robustness 0
in situations with additional ad-hoc sensor
observations.
BS4.3 Accurate positioning including uncertainty 0
estimates of the position result

1
1
0

Data is available for SLAM/MM
algorithms but has not been
processed yet
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BS4.4 Anomaly detection and uncertainty 0
estimate of the algorithms outputs

0

Development has focused on
nominal behaviour rather than
anomaly detection

Table 57: UC3-P2 requirements validation status
No
requirements

Validation
status

Remark

2

Complete

Related to the integration of the sensor fusion algorithm

1

Partial

Related to the performance of the sensor fusion
algorithm

5

Pending

Validation at <2nd cycle>

4.3.4

of

Validation summary

The validation of the pilot is work-in-progress. The sensor fusion algorithm has not been tuned for
optimal performance at the start of the pilot. In the coming period the recorded data will be used to
replay the fusion algorithm. Further tuning, algorithm performance updates and benchmarks will take
place, while the fusion tuning parameters will be performed in this period.
4.3.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

For the second cycle of the project, the following issues & additions will be aimed for:
Table 58: UC3-P2 transition to project 2nd cycle
Aspect
Requirements
Development Goals

Concept
Demonstrator

Content / Change
Creation of additional requirements for the performance
 Extend sensor fusion algorithm with measures to improve
robustness and modularity
 Include concept of triangulation (for UWB tags) in the fusion
algorithm
 Integrate SLAM methods in localization


/


Communication
Algorithm

4.4
4.4.1

Improve HW setup
o Integration on NXP BlueBox
o Include 360-deg-of-view camera system
Adding different sensor(s) (e.g. IMU of Bosch?)

No changes
Improve performance of algorithm

UC3-P3-P7 Time Synchronization and GNSS security
Introduction

This pilot presents an accurate and reliable positioning system based on timing networks, instead of
the classical GNSS positioning approach. The availability of GNSS signals may be compromised by
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common natural phenomena such as solar storms or low-cost but effective malicious attacks such
as jamming or spoofing.

Figure 100: UC3-P3 & P7 scenario overview.
The proposed system relies on wireless beacons, fully synchronized with the White Rabbit
Synchronization Protocol. Redundant GNSS-based time references will be used to ensure the
system reliability. Switchover between time references will be based on the Best Master Clock
Algorithm (BMCA).

Figure 101: Main GNSS security issues

The pilot involves several beacons synchronized by means of PPS/10MHz signals sourced by WRLEN+ equipment, as well as a tag attached to the mobile object of positioning. Several approaches
have been tested, and Time-of-Flight positioning with UWB has been chosen based on its
characteristics. Custom PCBs have been developed for the devices and are being tested. 7SOLS is
doing the development and tests, which are being taken in Granada, Spain.
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4.4.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

The figure below shows a general overview of the pilot. The pilot is composed, on the one hand, by
the fibre optic based White-Rabbit 1000-Base-X synchronization network (in blue). On the other
hand, beacons UWB transceiver front-end and the UWB tag placed on the mobile elements compose
the positioning system.

Figure 102: TAG Time stamps tracked over time
The synchronization network is depicted below. When used as the motherboard of the beacon
platform, WR-LEN+ provides 38.4 MHz and xPPS (Pulse Per Second) signals to deliver the WR
synchronization and frequency distribution.

Figure 103: TAG Time stamps tracked over time
WR-LEN+ devices are also switching elements of the optical fibre (1000-Base-X) White Rabbit
network. They are deployed along a daisy chain where GNSS receivers are also attached. Reliability
is ensured by the redundant time references, managed by the Best Master Clock Algorithm (BMCA).
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GNSS receiver

WR-Len+ 1
SFP
0
SFP1

38.4MHz

WR-Len+ 2

PPS

SFP0

38.4MHz

PPS

SFP1

T0

Beacon 1

WR-Len+ 3
SFP0

38.4MHz

PPS

SFP1

T0 + 1ms

Beacon 2

T0 + 2ms

Beacon 3

Figure 104: TAG Time stamps tracked over time
The positioning system of this pilot is based on three beacons and the mobile element or tag, both
based on the Decawave DW1000 UWB transceiver. As the tag board should minimise both size and
weight, an integrated antenna is preferred. Conversely, beacon boards are designed to drive external
antennas through, optionally, external amplifiers. Moreover, these platforms can work as standalone
or as an expansion of the WR-LEN+ devices to be synchronized through a White-Rabbbit (WR)
network.
The conventional scheme, based on standalone beacons, requires bidirectional communication
between tag and beacons, as well as a high message rate to keep all nodes synchronized. Scalability
is limited not only by channel occupancy, but also by the limited signal range. This can be overcome
by bidirectional amplifiers, nevertheless yielding into complex designs. Additionally, upstreaming
communication between tag and beacons makes the mobile element visible and vulnerable in the
electromagnetic spectrum. However, in GNSS positioning, mobile
Conversely, the second scheme relies on the White Rabbit network to distribute subnanosecond
synchronization over fiber optics. Although fiber optics deployment is more expensive than the
wireless counterpart, fixed locations make it affordable. However, this scheme yields very low
channel usage and longer range. As a consequence, a large number of beacons and simpler
amplifiers can be used. Similarly to GNSS, upstream communication between tag and beacons is
not required, and mobile positioning cannot be inferred from third party signal-emitting detectors.

Figure 105: Tag and Beacon custom PCBs design for the pilot.
Thanks to this arrangement, the following objectives were achieved.
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Time Synchronization. In this pilot, a time synchronization network composed by three WR-LEN+
devices was validated.
2 PCB design: Both mobile elements and beacons required full-custom boards. The design is
compatible with the standalone mode (beacons synchronized over wireless communication).
Software algorithms: Multilateratoin and communication libraries with the DW1000 chip have been
integrated on the tag designed platform.
Improved range and multipath by determining the optimal frame. This objective also covers the
evaluation of RF amplification, switches and antennas.
4.4.3

Validation Result overview

This demonstrator does not have specific KPIs in the FPP, however, the usage of White Rabbit
technology in order to improve the SotA on synchronization reaching sub nanosecond accuracy. The
combination of this technology and UWB achieves an outstanding synchronization alongside a
resilience to jamming. Besides, the demonstrator requires the design and implementation of two
PCB boards. Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components were considered.
Table 59: UC3-P3-P7- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level
Initial

Remark

reached

BS1.9

Cost effective hardware 0
modules supporting edge
computing,
integrated
secure elements, and
high
precision
synchronisation
solutions.

3

COTS-based
fullcustom
PCBs
designed
and
validated in this pilot.

BS2.5

Improved
positioning 1
system
for
vehicle
localization.

2

Synchronization
network
and
positioning
system
validated
independently.
Integration will be
accomplished during
the next cycles.

Table 60: UC3-P3-P7 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
Status

00

Complete

03

Partial

Remark

Three
requirements
related
to
WR
synchronization network. Those req will be fully
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validated after the
positioning system.
00

4.4.4

integration

with

the

Pending

Validation summary

During this year, the different elements composing the pilot have been designed, implemented and
validated beforehand to anticipate possible delays during the integration process.
This process also included the design and implementation of the electronic PCBs supporting the
Deaware DW 1000 UWB transceivers for both tag and beacons. The figure below shows
screenshots of the resulting layout and 3D projection. The final result is shown in the figure at the
bottom: The beacon PCB is shown as an expansion of the WR-LEN+ platform.
The figure below shows Altium designer screenshots and the 3D projection .

Figure 106: Overview of the PCB designed for UWB beacons: Layout, 3D projection and as an
expansion of the WR-LEN+ platform.
The time synchronization network, as well as the integration with the beacons part of the positioning
system have been in-lab validated. The figure below shows the dispersion measured when the tag
is always on a fixed point. The blue and red lines show the coordinates retrieved on the X and Y
axes. The black line is for the Z axis. Mean, standard deviation and maximum ranger statistics are
presented on the table below.
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Figure 107: Measurement dispersion on a fixed point over time.

Table 61: Dispersion measure statistics on a fixed point over time.
Axis Mean (cm) Std. (cm) Max. Range (cm)
X

8

1

16

Y

83

0.7

21

Z

-216

9

1.10

Synchronization qualities and the resulting dispersion measurements have been measured. The
following figure shows measures acquired after tracking the tag after a linear and a circular
movement. The precision was around 20 cm.

Figure 108: Result of lab tests (circular and linear movement)
The synchronization accuracy on the tag is measured by observing the time stamps on the tag,
generated upon the reception of UWB synchronization messages. Main value, standard deviation
and maximum range statistic were retrieved after a 9-hour test.
Table 62: Tag synchronization main statistics
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Timestamp Mean value (ms) Standard deviation (ps) Maximum range (ns)
2-1

1

35

0.29

3-1

2

43

0.97

4-1

3

44

0.42

The overall results over time are shown below and demonstrate that the UWB tag can successfully
attain WR-level performance to enhance the results of the trilateration process:

Figure 109: TAG Time stamps tracked over time

4.4.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

The tested solution is being deployed on several field tests, to validate the proposed solution in a
realistic environment. The chosen mobile element is a drone carrying the design tag. These tests
will also show the improvements on the signal range.

Figure 110: Field test overview
Additionally, future development steps will be focused on the following features:
a) GNSS backup. Multiple GNSS receivers will be handled by the Best Master Clock Algorithm
to avoid GNSS service shortcuts.
b) Usability. Remote control and monitoring of the different network elements of the
synchronization network.
c) Refinement. Field tests will provide deep testing of the developed results, and will yield into
a more mature pilot.
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4.5
4.5.1

UC3-P4-Parking & Intersection at Macq
Introduction

Macq is developing a new series of cameras. The high end QCAM7+ will have an integrated radar.
Based on the NVIDIA Xavier processor this dual sensor smart mobility camera is not only good at
reading license plates but also classifying and tracking objects in a traffic scene. Not only vehicles
but also Vulnerable Road Users like pedestrians and cyclists.

Figure 111: Macq high end QCAM7+ camera

4.5.2

Pilot set-up and objectives
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Figure 112: Intersection near the parking of Macq
The plan was to test the camera’s at the parking and intersection at the back of our offices. The in
height adjustable poles are not yet installed.
Macq did install the camera’s on an existing pole at the intersection in front of the building. It is less
challenging for VRUs but good enough to test the sensors and first algorithms.

Figure 113: Virtual counting loops used to validate tracking
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4.5.3

Validation Result Overview

The radar prototype is not yet fully functional. Prototypes are under development.

Figure 114: The range doppler map from each receiver.

The main Results are condensed inside the next tables.
Table 63: UC3-P4-pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

BS1.4

RADAR: Resolution &
speed improvement

0

0

BS1.5

RADAR: Automated and
software
defined
operation (KR1.2)

0

0
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BS1.8

ToF: Human motion
sensing in challenging
light conditions (KR1.5)

0

-

Not
in
focus
@ <1st cycle>

BS2.1

Embedded AI (KR2.1)

0

1

BS2.2

Sensor data fusion &
predictive model building
(KR2.2, KR2.3, KR2.4)

0

0

BS2.3

DISTRIBUTED
(KR3.2)

AI

0

-

Not
in
focus
@ <1st cycle>

BS2.4

Explainable AI (KR2.5,
KR2.6, KR2.7)

0

-

Not
in
focus
@ <1st cycle>

BS2.5

Connecting sensors &
data sources (KR3.2)

0

0.5

BS3.2

Motion & Behaviour
monitoring
(KR2.3,
KR4.1, KR4.2, KR4.3)

0

-

Not
in
focus
st
@ <1 cycle>

BS4.2

Sensor fusion algorithm
capable of dealing with
ad hoc availability of
additional
sensor
information (KR 1.4)

0

-

Second cycle P7

Table 64: UC3-P5 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
status

Remark

1

Complete

Validation at <2nd cycle>

1

Partial

Validation at <2nd cycle>

3

Pending

Validation at <2nd cycle>
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4.5.4

Validation summary

Objects are being detected, tracked and traced by the visual sensors. Fusion with the radar could
not yet been realized.
4.5.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

Three mobile height adjustable poles have been ordered and will be delivered in November 2021.
This will allow us to address more complex use case. Development on the radar prototype continues.

4.6

UC3-P5-VRU/FLIR P&I

4.6.1

Introduction

This pilot involves demonstrator UC3D4, VRU detection based on sensor fusion. Main sensors
utilized in this pilot are RGB and thermal camera, while radar, depth camera and lidar are used as a
ground truth and for testing. The main goal of this pilot is detection of VRU, their tracking and
prediction of their intentions. VRU in this case include cyclists, e-bikes, and pedestrians. Besides the
improved detection rate and accuracy, the goal is to distribute the computational load over
embedded hardware.
The objectives are:


Better detect poorly visible road users



More accurate location of road users and their trajectory



Faster develop "rich" sensor (radar, lidar, camera) processing and fusion algorithms on
platforms with GPU and vector processors and neural network accelerators

In the current stage we demonstrate improved performance over single sensor setups, as well as
improvements over our earlier VRU detection algorithms.
4.6.2

Pilot setup and validation

In the current configuration, the pilot relies on the following sensors:
 RGB Camera (Intel RealSense D435)
 FLIR TrafiCam thermal camera
 Radar (TI AWR1443 77GHz)
 LiDAR (Ouster OSI-128)
This sensor setup is fixed at 1.5 meter height, pointed at the intersection containing 7 lanes in total,
as shown in Figure 115.
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Figure 115: Sensors used for the monitoring of the intersection
Besides roads and cyclist lanes, a tram line traverses the intersection, as shown in Figure 116: The
intersection layout.

Figure 116: The intersection layout
Sensor data collection is performed using low power intel-based minicomputer.
4.6.3

Validation result overview

Main results of the pilot are:
 Low-power multi-sensor setup for traffic capture
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Sensor fusion algorithm based on DNN with improved performance over single sensor setup
More precise detection and tracking of VRU
Improved semi-supervised training of DNN models
Figure 117: UC3-P5-pilot KPI

KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

BS2.2

Sensor data fusion &
predictive model building

0

1

Better detection of poorly
visible road users, their
location and trajectory

BS3.2

Motion &
monitoring

0

0

2nd cycle development of
“rich” sensor (radar, lidar,
camera) processing and
fusion
algorithms
on
platforms with GPU and
vector processors and neural
network accelerators.

Behaviour

Figure 118: UC3-P5 requirements validation status
No. of
requirements

Description (short)

remark

1

Partial

Validation in the 2nd cycle

1

Partial

Validation in the 2nd cycle

1

Partial

Validation in the 2nd cycle

4.6.4

Validation summary

In the first phase, we have designed and implemented sensor setup used to capture the data. This
setup was succesfully tested at the intersection with a high traffic density, including numerous
pedestrians and cyclists. We have worked on a method for semi-supervised training, which
significantly reduces the need for manual segmentation. This method resulted in detection and
tracking precision improved by 30%. One result of the proposed method is shown in Figure 119:
Detection and tracking of VRU based on sensor fusion
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Figure 119: Detection and tracking of VRU based on sensor fusion

4.6.5

Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

The proposed solution was deployed in a realistic situation with intense traffic. In order to provide
better coverage of the intersection and to test communication and fusion using multiple sensor
boxes, in the second cycle we plan to deploy three more sensor boxes and to extend our work on
multi-RGB camera with fused data. Next, we plan to deploy detection and permanent learning
algorithm on a distributed hardware platform.

4.7

UC3-P6-VRUs at an intersection

4.7.1

Introduction

Pilot 6 of UC3 consists of a 24 GHz FMCW radar sensor and a V2X Unit and is set up by CIT and
smartmicro. One part of the pilot shows the capability of detecting and tracking Vulnerable Road
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Users (VRUs) at an intersection. The other part demonstrates the distribution of such tracked objects
over the intersection infrastructure via a V2X interface.

Figure 120: Pilot overview

In the testing phase, CIT has exploited its expertise in the V2X field to build and test the whole V2X
system, by adding more v2x unit to the pilot.
4.7.1

Validation Result Overview

The main results are summarised in the next two tables:
Table 65: UC3-P6- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

people

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st
cycle

behaviour

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st
cycle

BS1.2,

FMCW radar
recognition

BS3.2

Motion &
monitoring

Table 66: UC3-P6 requirements validation status
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No of requirements

Validation
status

Remark

2

Complete

-

6

Partial

Final validation at <2 cycle>

4

Pending

Final validation at <2 cycle>

4.7.2

nd

nd

Validation summary and Transition to project <2nd Cycle>

The radar sensor is detecting vulnerable road users (VRU) and Non-VRUs in a Field of View (FOV)
sufficient for the application. This includes both the maximum range and the maximum azimuth angle
span. Also, the cycle time was validated, and tests were carried out on the detection accuracy and
separability in a measurement chamber.
Regarding the latency of the system, a theoretical consideration was carried out initially. Since
transmission times are significantly shorter than the processing time in radar and this is almost
constant due to pipelining, the system latency can be regarded as sufficient for speeds in urban
areas. This is valid when processing time for communication via Roadside Unit (RSU) is expected
to be shorter than the radar processing time, which is generally the case.
As part of the demonstrator setup, radar sensor and V2X-Unit were connected to each other and the
communication between both was successfully tested in the field. In addition, we used another V2XUnit to test the V2X-communication, and this test was also successful.
Transition to the <2nd cycle>
The following aspects have to be considered for the next cycle
Table 67: Aspects to be considered in the next cycle
Aspect

Content / Change

Requirements

No changes

Development Goals

No changes

Concept
Demonstrator

/ No changes

Communication

No changes

Algorithm

Continue object tracking and object classification development and start
data fusion of multiple sensors
Adapt the RSU to receive and process data from the fusion node.
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4.8

UC3-P7-VRU/Automotive Campus

UC3-P7 is a second cycle pilot were different demonstrators come together at the automotive
campus in Eindhoven. It will combine the demonstrators with sensors on the vehicles with those in
the infrastructure.

4.9

UC3-P8 VRU Detection in Varying Conditions

4.9.1

Introduction

This pilot involves only one demonstrator UC3D10 Passenger car targeted LiDAR. The objective of
the pilot is the detection of a pedestrian, which is starting to cross the street, on a zebra crossing in
normal and harsh weather conditions (in 1st cycle pilot: rain). Participant roles in this pilot:


VTT: Pilot lead, algorithms, vehicle integration of sensors, test setup, KPI measurements



Modulight: LiDAR sensor development (not used in the 1st cycle pilot), follows the tests in the
1st cycle pilot

4.9.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

This pilot will face the technology challenges when the demonstrator is brought to realistic test
environment with variable weather conditions. The main challenge is the robust detection of
pedestrian in bad weather conditions with LiDAR. Testing focuses on VTT Pedestrian detectability
(with a commercial LiDAR Ouster-128 in the 1st cycle).
Pilot is implemented in the closed test area, in the back yard of the VTT Tampere automated vehicles
garages. The main target is a soft target puppet wearing either dark rain clothing or brightly coloured
working clothing. Additionally, there are two calibrated targets with reflectivities of 5 % and 90 %.
Rainy conditions are simulated with a set of sprinklers set behind the zebra crossing and the targets
making the rain fall on and in front of them. Visually observing the simulated rain was at moderate
level. Distance to the front edge of the crossing from the car’s front wheel varied from 5 to 15 meters,
and additional 2 meters to the LiDAR. Testing distances are limited to short range because the
simulated rain covers only a small area, approximately 6 meters from the zebra crossing towards
the vehicle. So, when measuring the sensor was not inside the rain area maintaining its surface clear
of water. During the tests the vehicle is stationary (speed 0 km/h). The test setup is illustrated in
Figure 121.
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Figure 121: Measurement setup (person by Gan Khoon Lay, crossing by Made and Car by
Alexander Skowalsky and Sprinkler by Dong Ik Seo from the Noun Project). The turquoise dot on
top of the car represents the LiDAR.
The aim of the pilot is to enhance traffic safety. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), such
as automated emergency braking, and automated driving features need to detect vulnerable road
users including pedestrians despite the weather and challenges it creates.
4.9.3

Validation Result Overview

The main results are summarised in the next two tables:
Table 68: UC3-P8- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level
Initial

reached

Remark
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BS1.6

LiDAR Refresh speed
(KR1.4)

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st
cycle

BS1.7

LiDAR
distance
accuracy (KR1.4)

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st
cycle

BS3.2

Motion &
monitoring
KR4.3)

0

1

Focusing on ability to
detect objects at
different distances
with LiDAR

Behaviour
(KR2.3,

Table 69: UC3-P8 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
status

Remark

0

Complete

Validation at 2nd cycle with Modulight LiDAR

2

Partial

Validation at 2nd cycle with Modulight LiDAR

3

Pending

Validation at 2nd cycle with Modulight LiDAR

4.9.4

Validation Summary

The tests were performed on 2nd of September. The weather was fair throughout the day with no rain
even though cloudiness increased during the day. First, reference measurements where there was
no rain were made from each aforementioned distances (7, 12 and 17 m) and the puppet wearing
either a rain coat or brightly coloured clothing. Then, the sprinklers were turned on and the
measurements were repeated. The test setup is shown in Figure 122. For each measurement we
recorded point cloud data for 1 minute.
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Figure 122: Pilot test setup with the soft puppy target and calibrated targets in front of sprinklers
creating the simulated rain between the targets and the vehicle (to the left of the picture).
From the recorded data, the objects were detected and tracked. Furthermore, for each of these
tracked objects we calculated features that would present the rain’s effect on the LiDAR signal, these
being target’s average intensity and number of (LiDAR) points which hit the target.
All images presented here are measurements made from 12 meters distance. Figure 123 shows the
average intensities calculated for each test object: (i) reference measurement and (ii) in rainfall. In
this case, the puppet wore the working clothes.
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(i) No rain

(ii) Rain
Figure 123: Average intensities of the objects at a distance of 12 meters, puppet wearing the
working clothing.
When concerning values by one test target at a time, the rain does not have much effect on the
measurements of the 5 % target. Its intensity values and number of points (as seen in Figure 124)
do not vary much between the rain and no rain measurements. However, the 90 % target’s intensity
values have increased as have their variation in the rain. It appears that the 90 % target is more
sensitive to differences in weather conditions and thus has more noticeable changes in its intensity
and hits values.
The most interesting test target is the puppet mimicking the pedestrian. Rain does not have much
effect on its intensity values be it wearing working clothes or a raincoat. Comparison between the
clothing produces expected results as the brightly coloured working clothes produce higher intensity
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values than the raincoat, both with and without the rain. The working clothes also have some parts
of reflective material that increases its reflectivity and thus intensity values.

(i) No rain

(ii) Rain
Figure 124: Number of points on the objects at a distance of 12 meters, puppet wearing a rain
coat.
Rain does not affect very much the number of points on the puppet but again there is a difference
when comparing its clothing. The rain coat has higher number of points which is only natural as it is
larger and worn on the other clothing.
We also performed some short tests with a walking pedestrian. These measurements were made
from 12 meters and the pedestrian in a raincoat walked across the zebra crossing back and forth. In
Figure 125, one such a walk is presented showing a number of points hit on the pedestrian. The
pedestrian has walked partially out of the LiDAR’s field of view which is seen as gaps in the middle
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and at the ends of the graph. Number of points is not affected by the rain but the pedestrian has
been successfully detected and tracked throughout their walk.

(i) No rain

(ii) Rain
Figure 125: Number of points on a pedestrian in a raincoat, walking back and forth once, measured
from a distance of 12 meters.
Altogether, based on these tests the rain does not seem to affect much the LiDAR used in the tests
in short measuring distances. It appears that state-of-the-art Ouster-128 LiDAR internally already
filters out some of the noise caused by the rain as it is not as visible in the raw data when comparing
to some point clouds produced by older LiDARs in previous projects.
4.9.5

Transition to Project <2nd cycle>
Table 70: 2nd cycle changes UC3P8
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Aspect

Content / Change

Requirements

No changes, Modulight LiDAR will be used

Development Goals

No changes, Modulight LiDAR will be used

Concept
Demonstrator

/ Snowy conditions

Communication

No changes

Algorithm

Algorithms need to be updated for Modulight LiDAR (flash type)

4.10

UC3-P9-Truck's Situational Awareness When Turning

4.10.1

Introduction

This pilot involves only one demonstrator heavy truck targeted LiDAR and complained to other
sensor detections . The objective of the pilot is the detection of other road users, which are truck
needed turning area on the street, in normal and harsh weather conditions (in 1st cycle pilot clear
weather). Participant roles in this pilot:


TTS: Pilot lead, vehicle integration of sensors, test setup, KPI measurements



Modulight: LiDAR sensor development (not used in the 1st cycle pilot), follows the tests in the
2 cycle pilot

Pilot results are such lite at first cycle because Modulight Lidar will come to test at second cycle and
preliminary tests by Oyster lidars had long pause because of lidars fail of water.
4.10.2

Pilot set-up and objectives

This pilot will face the technology challenges when the demonstrator is brought to a realistic test
environment with variable weather conditions by 25 meter truck and trailer combination. The main
challenge is the robust detection of a pedestrian among disturbing objects with LiDAR. Testing
focuses on truck object detectability (with a commercial LiDAR Ouster-32 in the 1st cycle).
Pilot is implemented in the closed test track at TTS closed testing an training area at Rajamäki. The
main target was to detect all objects from the truck and trailer in their path in a right turn situation.
The aim of the pilot is to enhance traffic safety. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), such
as automated emergency braking, and automated driving features need to detect all other road users
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Figure 126: Pilot test setup with truck and trailer combination at turn right when the driver cannot
recognise all parts of the combination

Figure 127: Lidar detection of truck and trailer moving path, made by Oyster OS1G lidars at test
track
Table 71: UC3P9 KPI table
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

BS1.6

LiDAR Refresh speed
(KR1.4)

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st
cycle

BS1.7

LiDAR
distance
accuracy (KR1.4)

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st
cycle
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BS3.2

Motion &
monitoring
KR4.3)

Behaviour
(KR2.3,

0

1

Focusing on ability to
detect objects at
different distances
with LiDAR

Table 72: UC3-P9 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
status

Remark

0

Complete

Validation at 2 cycle with Modulight LiDAR

2

Partial

Validation at 2 cycle with Modulight LiDAR

3

Pending

Validation at 2 cycle with Modulight LiDAR

4.10.3

nd

nd

nd

Transition to 2nd cycle

Changes for 2nd cycle.
Table 73: 2nd cycle changes UC3P9
Aspect

Content / Change

Requirements

No changes, Modulight LiDAR will be used

Development Goals

No changes, Modulight LiDAR will be used

Concept
Demonstrator

/ Different weather and traffic situations will be used by heavy truck
requestions.

Communication

No changes

Algorithm

Algorithms and test cases need to be updated for Modulight LiDAR (flash
type) with truck length measurement (about 30 meter)
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4.11

UC3-P10-Hi-Tech Radar

4.11.1

Introduction

This pilot builds on the first version of demonstrator UC3D12. It shows the development status of the
development cycle 1 and will be used to validate the design for development cycle 2. It focusses on
the automotive radar and has components of radar sensor development (NXP), radar component
development (TUe), and test approaches (NXP & Uni Bremen).
4.11.2

Validation summary

A supposedly improved version of the antenna has been prepared and has been integrated into an
updated sensor setup. Several measurements have been done with this setup to verify the targeted
improvement. In the two figures below, the two way azimuth radiation pattern and the antenna power
pattern in dB are shown respectively.

Figure 128: Antenna power pattern in dB (LRR: orange, MRR: red, SRR: blue)
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Figure 129: Antenna power pattern in dB

Figure 128 shows a clear limitation of the Long Range (LRR) gain, which should have been a few
dB larger than of the Medium Range (MRR). As some parts of the signal processing chain (esp.
ambiguity resolving) rely on the specified gain differences between the three modes (LRR, MRR,
SRR), the testing of the Matlab signal processing chain could not be started. To allow for meaningful
testing, the MRR and SRR gains are being downgraded artificially to achieve the required relative
gain differences.
4.11.3

Transition to 2nd cycle

Due to changing the gains the test phase finalization of the Matlab processing chain will spill over to
Q4 (instead of end Q3). In parallel a root cause analysis is planned of the LRR gain limitation.
Whether it will be fixed, will depend on required time and effort.
Additional rules need to be developed in the processing chain to manage these to avoid miscalculation of the range at certain angles. This will be done during the test phase of the Matlab
processing chain. These are caused by the LRR antenna azimuth pattern in Figure 1, next to a too
low LRR gain, also shows side lobes being 10dB larger than specified.
In parallel of the test phase, the embedded SW development of the Matlab processing chain is
ongoing of which a first version is targeted to be ready by end of Q3. In Q4 updates are planned
associated to changes in the Matlab processing chain incorporating learnings from the sensor tests.
By end Q4, as initially planned, a full test report of the sensor will be provided. The sensor will
expectedly be operated at a downgraded performance level as described above, unless a low
hanging fruit solution will be found for the above LRR gain limitation.
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Further research development happens in cooperation with TUe and Uni Bremen.
Table 74: UC3P10 KPI table
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

BS1.2

RADAR: Range and
view angle of Radars
(KR1.2)

0

-

Final validation at
the end of 2nd cycle

BS1.4

RADAR: Resolution &
speed improvement

0

-

Final validation at
the end of 2nd cycle

BS1.5

RADAR: Automated and
software
defined
operation (KR1.2)

0

-

Final validation at
the end of 2nd cycle

Table 75: UC3-P10 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
status

Remark

0

Complete

Validation at 2 cycle

0

Partial

Validation at 2 cycle

54

Pending

Validation at 2 cycle

nd

nd

4.12

UC3-P11-AI-based VRU detection

4.12.1

Introduction

nd

This pilot includes demonstrator UC3D13 which focuses on radar-based VRU detection and tracking
with subsequent traffic monitoring. All the information can be passed to superior system for
processing or fusion with other sensors. CAMEA focused on detection, tracking, and classification
accuracy improvement and autocalibration of the radar sensor. BUT is focusing on AI processing of
radar point cloud, multimodal fusion of radar and camera for detection accuracy improvement and
autocalibration.
CAMEA will demonstrate ability of its system on specific sections of roads with cycling
lanes and sidewalks where VRU are moving close to the traffic and potentially dangerous situations
can happen. The pilots will be installed within the existing CAMEA’s infrastructure as there are many
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various spots in the cities where some CAMEA systems are already installed (which means power
supply and a data connection path are already available).
Precise tracking and accurate classification are necessary for prediction of possible collisions. For
this task, an own fully-programmable Radar-on-Chip based sensor will be adapted and configured
for specific tasks such as pedestrian/cyclists detection and traffic monitoring. More specifically, it
will be adapted/deployed in form of static radar sensor for VRU and traffic detection.

Figure 130: VRUs and traffic in the field of view of the radar sensor.
Radar sensor will be bound with camera (using algorithms and methods investigated by BUT) and
detection can then be fused for improvement of classification accuracy. Camera/illumination
triggering is another application that can be done with the radar and camera setup. In case of the
smart camera, there is a computational power reserve and this can be used for point cloud postprocessing (possibly using AI techniques).
4.12.2

Validation Result Overview

The main results are summarised in the next two tables:
Table 76: UC3-P11- pilot KPI
KPI

Description (short)

KPI Level

Remark

Initial

reached

people

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st
cycle

Behaviour

0

-

Not in focus in the 1st
cycle

BS1.2

FMCW radar
recognition

BS3.2

Motion &
monitoring

Table 77: UC3-P11 requirements validation status
No of requirements

Validation
status

Remark
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5

Complete

-

2

Partial

Final validation at <2 cycle>

4

Pending

Final validation at <2 cycle>

4.12.3

nd

nd

Validation summary

During the 1st validation cycle, the radar sensor was deployed to the field. For this, proper hermetical
sealing of the box needed to be ensured. Using of the shelf box, the cover (or radome) needed to
be properly selected with regards to RF properties and thickness corresponding to transmitting
frequencies (multiple iterations and lab tests needed). As well, cooling of the radar chip has been
shown to be a problem. The bare chip inside the box can take junction temperature of the silicon
close to the 90 degrees in hot summer days. Thus, some kind of heat sink was necessary. The most
effective aluminium (although it was designed to be outside of radar FOV) showed some
interferences and thus less effective plastic ones (reducing junction temperature about 5 degrees)
were used at the end.
As part of 1st cycle validation, collection of data from a real environment using debur mode and fast
serial interface routed to the Ethernet of a radar was carried out. The data subsequently went through
a basic annotation process. It shown that currently used detection and tracking algorithms performed
directly inside the radar chip works, unfortunately classification has strong limitations. For example
distinguishing between a pedestrian and a cyclist can be tricky in some cases. The maximum range
of the sensor has been also verified (about 100m for passenger cars and 50m for VRUs in most
cases).
4.12.4

Transition to 2nd cycle

For better evaluation in the next cycle, multiple sites with more variety of traffic flow needed to be
selected and installed. Collected data needs to be taken trough advanced annotation process and
such data will be processed using basic algorithms as a reference. Using the same data, testing AIprocessing methods and fusion methods will be done and comparison with baseline methods will be
carried out. Auto-calibration and manipulation detection needs to be tested at the installed sites as
well.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of the validation was to evaluate whether the demonstrators met the expectations laid
down in the use cases and how well they performed with respect to the requirements set in the
project. With 19 different pilots, a common conclusion is difficult to formulate. However, all pilots
showed remarkable and very good results, especially considering the project stage – halfway the
project – and the challenges Covid-19 posed to the project. Several demonstrators even reached a
level beyond the state-of-the-art. Additionally, all pilots provided an overview of the lessons learnt
and an outlook to the 2nd cycle project plans. This allows for proper planning of the next steps to
reach the goals at the end of the project.
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